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Introduction

In the mid-70's, the comPlex and varied aspects of
the women's movement comprise one of a few social
issues that continue to stimulate the production of
numerous 16mm educational and documentary films.
At the same time, the nation's coHeges and univer.
sities 'are establishing women's studies programs,
and films by, and/or, about women constitute a
major resource available to these progiams.

Many film clients of the Indiana University Audio-
Visual Center have expressed an interest in .women's
films for programming women's film festivals and for
use with consciousness-raising groups, discussion
groups, and guidance programs within business, ed-
ucational, religious, and government organizations.
Responding to these ,expressed needs, the Audio-
Visual Center organized a project to identify. and
screen recent films useful for women's studies, to -
publish a reference guide to these films; and to rec-
ommend the acquisition of films for the Indiana Uni-
versity film library.

From late January through the end of June, 1974, a
volunteer screening committee met weekly (and
sometimes bi-weekly). Representing a cross section
of the Indiana University Bloomington community, the
committee consisted of both men and women and
included professors, counselors and students repre-
senting a wide variety .of disciplines, ranging from



business, law, and political science to history, corn-
.parative literature, and film study. Among the partici-
pants were the Coordinator of Women's Studies in
the College of Arts and Sciences, the Director of
Continuing Education for Women, the Coordinator of
the Bloomington. Chapter of the National Organiza-
tion ;or Women, a television producer, a public-
library film librarian, the State Convener of Labor
Union Women as well as staff members of the Audio-
Visual Center. I

Following the viewing of each film, evaluations were
written using a modified version of the standard Edu-
cational Film Library Association evaluation form.
Viewpoints and insights eXpressed in these evalua-
tions and in general discussions have been incorpo-
rated into the film notes written by Carolyn Geduld
and presented here. Ms. Geduld is a free-lance film_
critic and a member of the Society for Cinema
StUdies. One of her recent publicatiohs is a revieW of
three, book-length studies on the treatment of women
in feature films. The review aP-peared in theSummer,
1974, AFI Report, the American Film Institute's quar-
terly publication. She has been active in the women's
movement in Bloomington and is. a shareholder in
Bloomington's Women's Center.

In 1972-73, the Extension Media Center of the Uni-
versity of California at Berkeley undertook a similar
project resulting in an article, Women on Film, which
appeared in its newsletter EMC ONE-73. Selected'
segments of the article are presented in this publica-
tion. For the mOst pa:t, the Indiana University screen-
ing committee did not evaluate films adequately
covered by the Extension Media Center. Occasion-
ally, however, because of some specific interest, the
committee did previewfilms listed by EMC and notes
for those films appear in the main body of this
catalog.
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Although films are organized within topic categories
in Parts 1 & 2, this framework is not intended to be
limiting and it is expected that film users will find
other creative and flexible ways to use these films.

Distribution and technical information is provided
with each film description. (Please note that the date
supplied with each film description is not necessarily
the exact Copyright date for each film but in most
cases provides a close approximation of the original
copyright, production, or television broadcast date.)
The distributors listed with each film description in
Parts 1, 2, and 4 represent the primarY source for
'purchase or rental of each film. All of the films in Part
3 are available from Indiana University on a purchase
and/or rental basis In Part 3, film descriptions show-
ing only a rental p rice include a distribution source
for purchase of tha film. Addresses for all distribu-
tors 'appear in a separdte index (see the Table of
Contents). ,

Part 3 lists and describes the films available for pur-
chase and/or rent from the Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center. Some of these films are recent
acquisitions based on purchase recommendations
made by the screening committee. Reflecting its
commitment to buildiog a representative Collection
of women's films, the Center will continue to add
titles as funds become available. -
The Audio-Visual Center continues to receive an-
nouncements from proClucers and distributors aboul
new women's. films. In an efforf tc make this publica-
tion as current as- possible, descriptive information
about these new films is also included (see Part 4).

This catalog is not intended to be comprehensive
there are many other women's filMs and information
about them is available in publicitions noted in the .

bibliography.
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The project director wishes to thank those who par-
ticipated, particularly members of the screening com-
mittee who willingly volunteered many hours of
screenirig time; Ms. Linda McCUrry, a member of the
Audio-Visual Center staff, whose assistdnce and par-.
ticipation ilere invaluable;,, and staff members of
EMC, University of California, tbr their cooperation in
researching producers and distributors of current
women's films.

Patricia C. Wetmore

Project Director

Audio-Visual Center



Defining Women's Films

IS theresuch a thing as adistinctly "women's" film?
After six months of-screening.scbres of:dOcumentaiY,'-.:,
and educational films,,Mac for' and often' bY wornern,
my own answer'would haye tO nOt.Yet.'

,The fifths listed in .this catatOgue .were Made ;kir. a
V.ariety of reasons, some mdre -noble .,than:otherS.:-A

, precious few were.made.by,independent filmmakers
whO uSe the film rfiedium-to.,:enake perSonal...State
Ments.,OtherS were .macietyfertii:nists yhO use films:.
as a tool fOr exPressing pOlitical attitudes`...,Stilildthers
were made, by:profesSional film creWs.eMpla'yed by ,

television' networks t6' giVe balanced. coverage to
controversial. isiues. And soMe were made by`, film
production dompaniei IntereSted in cashing In .'on
popular-and topical iubjects.
It would be nice to report that the,best women's films

'were made by feminists and the -WaiSt by protes-
. ionals. Unfortunately, ..this is not ,necessarily the

case. The best filmS7WOmanhouse, Joyce at 34,
.Janie's Janie, No Tears .for Rachel, Frankenstein in
a Fishbowl, It Happens to Us, Happy Mother's bay
were rdade by talented.filrnmakers with good .ideas
and adequate budgets. Other than that, their origins
are as difficult to 6Iassify as 'their styles.

. At this time; beforeihe emergence of'a true women's
film aestheticof films that ire recognizably "fern-
inist" in stylethere does exist e body of film that is
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useful and informative on subjects of particular inter-
est to womeril They address 'themselves to such
questions as what is the women's movement? How
does society discriminate against women? How have
individual women coped with changing traditions and
values? These films, concerned with women's issues
and classified in this catalogue according to theme,
are "women's films': in the sense that they tell
women about women and thus contribute to women's
liberation.

Carolyn. GedUld



Abortion: Public issue
Or Private Matter

25 min./ Color
Purchase $275

Part 1: Film NotesA Critical Guide

Abortion

Abortion law and abortion procedure have gone
through many changes in the past few years: At
present, there appears to be a lag between the intent
of films produced about abortion and the current
legalization of abortion, in America. Older films, like
Illegal Abortion, made to frighten 'women, are still
useful today as an argument for maintaining the
legality of abortionthey .remind us of how bad a
bad .abortion could be. The best of the recent films,

'like It Haprwis to Lls, attempt to compare.the horroth
that were common before legalization with the
brighter situation that followed the Supreme Court
decision.

Completed in 1971 shortly after the Supreme Court
upheld the liberalized abortion law in Washindton
D.C., this made-for-television documentary, concen-
trates on the eighteen months .of debate that pre-
ceded the Supreme C-o'urt decision. It attempts to
cover both sides of the controversy. Because it offers
a "balanced" range of opinion, it remains a useful
reference tool for women today who may still find the
concept or experience of abortion a difficult private
matter. .

After a narrator explains the iegal background of the
abortion question, those favoring the legazation of

- abortion are heeed: a woman whO had a brutal illegal
abortion; the abortionist who instigated the court

- 1 4



The Advocates: On Abortion
At Will In The

First Twelve Weeks
57 min./ B & W
Purchase $265

case in Washington; movement women who discuss
the political overtones Of the case; the director of
Washington's first free-standing abortion clinic; and
abortion counselors who describe.the positive reac-
tions of women who have had legal abortions.

Representing the opposition to abortion are Chi-
cago's Cardinal O'Boyle; a lawyer who talks about
the legal rights of the fetus; a doctor with philosophi-
cal considerations; and "Birthright," a support group
for the right-to-life advocates. d. Bill Leonard, 1971,
Films incorporated.

An episode of The Advocates, a television swiss
of debates, made during the period in which many
state legislatures were considering reforms of their
abortion laws. The format of the debate is defter-
ately low-key (and for the taste of some, dust-dry).
In a set resembling a court room, the rules of debate
are followed to the letter, with a moderator clocking
the deliveries and rebuttals of each adjocate and of
their various witnesses. The attempt is to be scrupu-
lously fair to both sides. The result has less emo-
tional impact than the more biasedbut also more
powerfulAbortion: Public Issue or Private Matter.
Advocate Howard Miller, who represents the oppo-
nents of abortion "reform, presents as his witnesses
author Pearl Buck, who never regretted giving life to
a severely retarded child; a doctor who believes an
improvement in the use of contraceptives would re-
duce unwanted pregnancies; the director of an adop.-
tion agency who claims he can place more children
'Ian are available. Advocate Miller also shows a film'

of a fetus which, he declares, is a "human oeing."
Advocate Max Greenberg, a representative of the
abortion reformers, intrcduces Congresswoman Shir7
ley Chisholm, who argues that abortion is a woman's
right- a gynecologist who explains abortion proceJ
dUre and who denies that a fetus is a "human being";
a-psychiatrist whO dikUsses the effect an unwanted



Four Yourtg Women:
A Film About Abortion

20 min./ Color
Purchase $285

,

birth has on the subsequent life of the child: a 41-
year-old mother of three who had an illegal abortion.

Some of the questions raised seem curiously dated
Will abortion permit infanticide? Can we allow women
to make "impulsive" decisions? Does a woman who
requests an abortion hate children? On the whole,
however, the debate corztains a useful catalogue
of the arguments for and against the legalization
of abortion. 1969, Indiana University Audio-Visual
Center

Edited interviews with women who openly discuss
their unwanted pregnancies and abortion decisions.
A foreword indicates that the "film is a documentary.
No scenes have been staged." The young women
are convincingly ordinarythe gftl-next-door with
problems. They are essentially emotionally healthy
people who can deal with an unexpected occurrence
pregnancywith the decisiveness and dignity the
legalization of abortion allows.

Liz is interviewed the day before and the day after
her abortion. She and her boyfriend both go to
school and live at home with theft parents. They plan
to marry after graduatioo. He accornparas her to the
abortion clinic.

Patsy, a young black woman, feels only slight re-
r:r!orse about her abortiOn a year,later. She does not
want to (or have to) rrifirry her boyfriend.

Mary was single at,th a. time of her fftst pregnancy
two years earlier. Although it means tinsancial hard-
ship, she married her boyfriend and had -the child. A'
second pregnancy wa3 terminated, however, for ecc-
nomic reasons grid the couple now live with regret.

Vicki, a high schoo student, is interviewed With herr
rmather just before her abortion. While Vicki sberri
'undisturbed, her mother reveals a considerable
amount .of unease as well as sympathy.

16,
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It Happens To Us
30 min./ Color
Purchase $325

lHeaal Aborfion
25.min./ B & W
Purchase $175

In an epilogue, Dr. Sadja Go!ismith explains both
the vacuum aspirator and saline abortion proce-
dures, while reminding us that contraception is the
most desirable way to control pregnancy. However,
no actual scenes of .an abortion or of the preparation
for abortion p;ocedure are seen in the film. d. David
Espar and Leonard C. Schwarz, 1973, See-Saw
Films

A strong recommendation for .the,.continued legal-
ization and availability of abortion as a fundamental
women's right. This useful and very informative over-
view of abortion includes several hair-raising ac-
counts of botched illegal abortions told by the women
who experienced them. The director uses a fine
sense of empathy to encourage audiences to relate
the abortion stories to the context of the women's
lives and backgrounds. Especially disturbing is the
tragic portrait of, for instance, the woman from Knox-
ville who endured the miseries Of a maternity homer
during her first pregnancy and was almost killed by
an abortionist during her second; of the girl whose
father arranged a "coat-hanger" abortion for her as a
punishment for sexual "misbehavior;" of the black
woman who attempted suicide when her mother re-
jected her.

As a counterpoint to these horrifying recollections,
the film provides statistical material on both contra-
ception and abortion, allows an abortion counselor
to talK about .the absence of trauma among women
who have had painless legal abortions, and gives a
woman doctor an opportunity to explain and evaluate
the different kinds of abortion procedures.,d. Amalie
R. Rothschild, 1972New Day Films

An extremely graphic and shocking portrayal of a
woman's merral and PhysiCal sufferina before and
during an illegal "back-streetabortion." The film was
produced in 1968 before the legaliziation of abortion
in the U.Si and originally served as a. cautionary tale
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for women who would contemplate the termination 9f
pregnancy. The abortion depicted in the film is a
brutal and dangerous quasi-medical procedure. The
alternative of a safe and painless abortion is not
offered or shown.

The dramatization preceding the abortion sequence
involves a young married couple who are living to-
gether and who are tainted by this "sin." When the
woman discovers she is pregnant, her boyfriend feels
threatened. He masks his anger with concern, while
she masks her fear with anger. Eventually, the boy-
friend rationalizes his decision to terminate the preg-
nancy: "if we let circumstances rule our lives, we'll
never make it together." Ironically, of course, the
young woman is herself the victim of circumstances
and they may very well cost her her life if she hemor-
rhages during the abortion. This fact considerably
weakens the boyfriend's case and implicates him in
the violent experience that follows.

An arsenal of horror film techniques sensationalizes
the abortion sequence. The abortionist is the stereo-
type shady middle-European "doctor," while his
ruthless -nursea dark, severe-looking woman
looks like one of the brides of Dracula. Their "tor-'
ture" of the very blond young wärnan who is their
patient has a.rnythic dimension that affects our most I
primitive fantasies as well as our realistic concern for \
the social problem of "back-street" abortions. d.
Robin Spry, 1968,, National Film Board of Canada

Problem Pregnancies

Before the legalization of abortion, pregnancy was
the worst thing that could happen to an unmarried
teen--ager. It Happens and Pheobe reveal the suffer-
ing such girls endured, while the more recent Young, .

Single and Pregnant shows us chow an unwanted
pregnancy can now be faced without anguish be--

1 8
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cause of the Supreme Court decision and also be-
cause of the current openness about "illegitimacy"
and pre-marital sexuality.

It Happens A poor script and amiteurish acting mar this story
25 min./ Color of a girl "in trouble." When she realizes she is preg-
Purchase $300 nant, the girl immediately collapses into tearfulness

and paralyzing indecision. Her boyfriend, who 'acts
"manfully," remains resourceful and firm. He takes
her to a clinic where she can be tested and examined
and then to a counselor who discusses her options.
After the counselor has run through all of the options
from marriage to maternity homes, he talks briefly
about abortion. "It is surgery, but it is not very seri-
ous surgery in most cases," he notes, adding omin-
ously, "Can you handle the emotional trauma of
having an abortion?" The girl is advised to tell her
parents, who do not respond with particular grace.
Although the film ends before the situation has been
resolved, the alternatives for this rather sheltered girl
seem less problematic than those faced by Phoebe.
d. Noel Nosseck, 1972, Pyramid Films

Phoebe A film classic about Phoebe, a high school girl
27 min./ B & W who becomes pregnant at a time when the option Of.
Purchase $220 legal abortion does not exist. Like the vastly inferior

It Happens, the film is not really concerned with th'e
solution er problem. It is instead a sensitive and
ta study of a young woman's feelings in a time
of crisis and of her relationship to others. Phoebe
can be viewed both as the story of a specific problern
pregnanCy and as an -existential staterrfent about a
young woman trapped in a very constrictive world.
It is this sense of entrapment that the film captures
so forcefully, in part.through use of techniques borir
rowed from the works of Italian filmmakers Antonioni
and Fellini.

Unlike the girl in It Happens, Phoebe does.not enlist-
our sympathy with cloying "niceness." Instead, she.
is depressed and irritable, althollgh justifiably; her
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boyfriend is a distant and rather obnoxious "clown;"
- her parents are preoccupied with their suburban life-

style.

The central portion of the film concerns Phoebe's
fantasies about the possible reactions of her boy-
friend, her parents, her school counselor when she
breaks the news. She fleetingly considers ways of
covering upan illegal abortion, suicide, and run-
ning away. In the end, she gives in to a sudden im-
pulse and phones her boyfriend, shouts "I'm going
to have a baby," and immediately hangs up, un-
able to face what is bound to be his inadequate or
even hostile reaction. d. George Kaczender, 1965,
McGraw-Hill Films

Young, Single And Pregnant Similar in format to Four Young Women: A Film
18 min./ Color About Abortion, this documentary again focuses on
Purchase $265 four young women, each of whom hasechosen a dif-

ferent solution to a problem pregnancy. Perhaps the
more useful of the two Espar-Schwarz films. Young,
Single and Pregnant offers a range of alternatives
.for pregnant women in familiar circumstances.

Carol became pregnant during hc last year° in high
school and gave up her baby for adoption. Three
years later, she feels she did the right thing for her-
self end her ,child. _

Anita and Chris decided to 'marry and keep their
baby despite parental opposition and financial hard-
ship. A year or so later, they are both_working, taking
courses, and caring for their daughter.

Terry, a young black woman, had an abortion three
years before rather than become a welfare mother.
She had no job or adequate education at the time.
Since, she haiparted with the young man who re-
fused to marry her.

Joan, a single woman, kept her baby and now lives --
on welfare. She refuses help from. the father of the

20



No Lies

s

17

Purdtie$250

No Tears For Rachel
27 Min./ Color

Purchase $315

--

child and remains independent despite hard times.
d. David Espar and Leonard C. Schwarz, 1973, See-
Saw Films

Rape

No Lies, a personal statement about rape, and No
Tears For Rachel, a "balanced" documentary, are
among the most powerful of the women's films.
Along with brutal abortion, the issue of rape is a
tent dramatic device for filmmakers who want to pro-
vOke women and to symbolize the ultimate risk of
their oppression.

A clever use of a cinema-verité style interview
(actually, a dramatization) that explores the concept
of rape as an assault on the body and mind. In one
long take lasting the entire seventeen minutes of
running time, the camera-man is heard off-camera
questioning a young woman about her experience
of being raped: Using the most brutal of journalistic
techniques, he strips away her defense, bullies her,
forces out her deepest and most hysterical feelings
about the incident. Beyond its extraordinarily effec-
tive portrayal of a woman's anguish about rape and
its aftermath, the film also suggests that a woman
may be subject to asexual forms of rape, as, for
instance, through rough treatment by the police,
through the verbal assaults of an insensitive (male)
"friend," through the' probings of the documentary
camera itself. d. Mitchell Block, 1973, Phoenix Films

, A production that is an honest and haid-hitHng
probe of the emotional complexities involved in the
crime of rape. The main point of the film is voiced in
its opening moments: "In the case of rape, a woman

- is singled out Jor brutal dis-crimination."

Two'forthright wdmen:Rachel and Sarah, graphically--
describe their own experiences of being raped, the
reaction of boyfriends and families, the ways that the
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explicit and implicit moral judgements of society
have undermined their dignity. Their stories are sup-
plemented by interviews with other concerned peo-
ple.. Rachers psychiatrist describes .the devastating
effects of unsupportive responses by the victim's
family: A group of nurses from Denver, participants
in a program to help the victims of rape, discuss the
victini's sexual problems following an 'attack. The
husband of a raped woman talks of his problems in
coping with the situation. A sympathetic policernan
gives a thoughtful account of the humiliation the vic-
tim endures immediately after the attack, in the hos-
pital, the police station, court.

The last quarter of the film focuses on highly pro-
vocative interviews with officials voicing antipathy to
the yictims. A physician in a hospital emergency
ward describes a procedure that protects doctors
who do not want to appbar in court. A district at-
torney claims that there is "some evidence in the
majority of trials that the gal brought it on herself." A
public defender explains his personal reasons for
protecting the rapist who faces a long prison sen-
tence, while "what's hapPened [to the victim] has
already happened." The film ends with' an appeal
for understanding and acceptanceno' tearsfor
women who have been raped. 1974, Indiana Univer-
sity Audio-Visual Center

Welfare

The, inequities of welfare are not faced by women
alone. But it is. the.loud and angry voices of women
that demand change in the welfare system and that
force the women's movement to be answerable to
thelproblems of poverty, racism, class diviSlon. The
films about welfare, and thefilmeabout day care and
working mothers, suggest that these problems ere



Janie's Janie,
25 min./ B & W
Purchase $200

This Is The Home
Of Mrs. Levant Graham

15 min./ B &
Purchase $150

basically economic problems and that the liberation
of women will have to be accompanied by changee
in the economic system.

An outstanding contribution to women's films .that
gives us-a model for action. Janie is a gutsy welfare
mother from Newark whose example is a reminder
that the women's movementand women's anger
is not.theexclusive property of the educated,middle-
class.

The film charts Janie's growth from a repressed and
depressed housewife with six children to a liberated,
divorced, woman with a courageous sense of com-
munity and a readineSs to fight for her rights, "Now
I don't hav'e anyone to dictate to me. ... Before I Was
my father's Janie, then I. was Charlie's Janie, well,
now l'rn.janie's Janie." While the camera shoWs her
busy with housework, her children, ironing, orrelax-

. ing with a cigarette, Janie recalls the brutality di her
-childhood in an unhappy horne and the unsatisfac-
tory marriage that robbed her of personal identity
and self-confidence. Her developing awareness and

.anger are well documented. Beginning with the srnall
success of diScovering that she could wallpaper .her
kitchen by herself, she slowly realizes she has the
power to accomplish "anything." Sure of her
strength, she separates from her husband and begins
an extended battle for economic dignity, taking on
the Welfare Depariment, the electric company, and'
all the agencies that conspire td humiliate Iwr and
women like her. d. Geri Ashur and Peter Barton with
Marilyn Mulford . and Stephanie Palewski, 1971,
Odeon FHms

Mrs. Graham is a black welfare mother who has
emigrated from the rural South to a ghetto in Wash-
ington, D.C. -She is 'the matriarch of a small Skim
house, where she Kies with an extended family Of
husband, children, grandchildren, friends. The cin-

10
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ema-verité style film made in her home offers a
fascinating and disturbing glimpse of a way of life
that is culturally alien to the, experiences of awhite
audience. Yet, the glimpse remains a glimpse, and
the film fails to satisfy the most fundamental require-
ments for information about the Graham household.
There iS little attempt, for example, to sort gut rela-
tionships among the score or so of people who live
there, or to show how the family manages to survive
the triad of poverty, boredom, and lack of, privacy.

Mrs. Graham appears to be the source of strength
holding the family together, but beyond learning that
she pays the' bills, we discover little about her psy-
chological power or about her own fears and desires.
Often, the family---7and in particular the children
seem to be acting for the camera. Thus, there is a
perhaps unrepresentative emphasis on joyous mo-
ments, when the family sings, dances, expresses
comradeship. At odd times, however, underlying
sensuality or aggression is briefly exposed. Perhaps .

the most revealing moment occurs when one of the .

pre-teenage daughters talks about 'the Space Pro-
gram: "I guess they're scared that if they put a black

_ man on the moon, he might do something wrong and -%

never get back down." d. Topper Carew, 1970,
Pyramid Films

Mrs. Case A day in the Hfe of a welfare mother living in Mon-
14 min./ B &.W . treal. Mrs.:Case is. the victim. of an inadequate and
.Purchase $90 unfeeling welfare sytem, which in one scene refuses

her tne Money for her children's shoes. Without the
defiance of Janie in Janie's Janie or the matriarchal
strength bf Mrs. Graham, Mrs. Case emerges as a
depressed and pathetic human being, who is slowly
being crushed by a punishing life as well as by an
unresponsive society. As .if extreme poverty werd not
enough, she is also haunted by a 'fear that her five
children will be takén from her.



:

The Welfare Revolt
60 min./ B--& W
Purchase $265

She seems to be in a doUble-bincl:lf she reveals---ilk"'''
ness Or demonstrates an inability to manage on- her
meager budget, she will lose her children. Thus, even'
her complaints gre dangerous.

Vet, Mrs. Case's ability to verbalize about her situa-
tion' on film suggests her ability to fight, if only ihe
knew how. BeYond its indictment of poverty, the film
implicitly argues for a political consciousness that
would give women like_ Mrs. Case the opportunity to
move from depression and fear to some sort of of
constructive outrage against the forces that threaten
their survival. d. Pierre Lasry, 1969, National Film
Board of Canada

A strong _Indictment welfare system made_ _
during an -encOuraging interval _in the 1960's when
the Welfare Rights Movementappearedlo be gather7
ing the-necessary momentueta- iiresure -for bh-ange
in welfare:laws. Although the Movement did not pre-

= cipitate the hoped for welfare revolt, the film remains
an excellent reminder of the evils of a.system which
carinte possibly haVe :. improved in the inflationary

StiSpicion is that, by,today's gloomy-eco-
nomic standards, the film probably understates the
terrible-ways in1Which our country dealS (and refuses
to deal) with the problem of_ poyerty. -

The statistics of welfare are-illtiStrated in the film by
. _ _

the personalstories of individuals--mainly;:wornen_
with dependent childrenWho-exist-on:I
ment's allotrnent761 as little as-thirty_cents a dayr-per"
child: Many of the- grosserinequities of the-system-
are documented. A--daYIS-delay in 67,1:welfare check-

-leaves a family of-ten with-f-a single meal .of five -or7
anges.'Children eating welfare lunches:in a. -Sollool

_ _ _

,prograrn-are denied dessert:A worriew who receives
_ a gift of a-toaster from a friend 'finds that-its:PosVis

deducted from her welfare check: The.:filnifends with
a plea for dignityfor_the'poorirt the_.foeril of adequate
money, job opportunitiee-a; -a-share in the decl-:



sions that affect their lives.t Shots from the 1967
National Convention ci the Organized Poor in Wash-
ington, D.C. show the abortive attempts to accomplish
these goals. The film would be a good companion
piece to the very personal portrait of an angry wet:
fare, mothen Janie's Janie. d. Herbert Krosney,
1967, Indiana University Audio-Visual Center' -

Jobs

The progress ,pf the modern women's movement,,
could be charted through a selective-Showing of the
kinds of films made abo'ut Job opportunities for
women. As late as 1969, as regressive a film as Jobs
For Wthnen: Where Are You GOing, Virginia? was
produced .to guide women into "female"- (i.e., loW-
paying) jobi, By:th'6 1970's, films about jobs began to

;

oersuade.Womcn.AO:applrfor traditionally male (1.6.,
high-paying) jobs as,. for instance, policewomen,.
jockies,A4icl< drivers. At th-e saffie time, these film§
inform us, Women in atypical jobs will have to with-.
stand the biases of their co-workers and ernplOyers..
Some practical ways of dealing with 'discrimination
and with plain hurt feelingsLr-are suggested in
Women Up The' Career LadderRecognizing New
Patterns. But- the filmmaker has yet to appear.Who
will suggest Whth May be the most effective way

'through women's,unions.
_ .

Cover Girl A fihri that plays the devil's advocate
min./Color women's movement through.its very seductn,T: Jr-

Rental: Apply trait of a 'succesOul fashion model. Product...1
Cover Gil/Make-UR the film makes no attempt to
criticize or satirize its subject. Instead, pretty phOtog-
raphy is used to idealize and giVe "star:quality" 'to
a kind of existence the women's moVement.rejeCts...
We..'see,the model win a beauty conteth, 'crash the
big city modelling agencies, gain prominence in her
profession,.maister the, skills of, her trade, win the
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adoration of her colleagues, "make it" es a cover
girl, and have fun doing,it all. Her Motivationto see
something of the world before being confined ,by
wedding band and babiesbecomes acceptable .if,-
we admire, as the camera urges us to, the glossy,
narcissistic world of high fashion. It is primarily .

through a comparison with our own ambiguous end
less attractive :realities that an understanding of the,.
destructiveness of the film becomes possible..)n-
cluded in The Best of the, New York Women's' Film
Festival. U.S.A. 1973; New Line Cinema.:

An inSidious pieCe of propaganda produced, by
Western Electric.'The purPose of this. blatant "adver;-
tisement" is.,tO 'manufacture ert image of Western f.
Electric as d 'benefaCtor to Working . women. .More
than a hundred years ago:we are told, Sarah Adium
became the first Woman .ernployed by the corpora-
tion. The film moves ahead to covea-Cross-secticn",
of skilled and unskilled, jobs held ,bY today's 70,000
fernafe employees and to show the opportunitie6)and....
fringe benefitS available to them. While this -rio. doubt"'

/represents i century of prcigress,for wornen,,the aleri
audience will be quick,to note-the continued- scant'
rePresentation of women in top management .pOsi-,
tions. Western Electricj apologizes :and promises to
do better, but the overall impression remains one_ of
attempted co-option. d. Ted, Lowry, (c)-1971, Westeth
Electric Company

A dated; uniMiginative, guidance film made in
1969 to,'suggest "better" job opportunities for high
school drop'-outs.: Young women who may be dis-

.

illuSioned with their p,rfispectS- as.. chemberfnaids,
- usherettesi-.1aundresseS. are advised to 'leave menial

work for briahter futures as saleswomen, clerksrned-
ical aides. TheY areeriCoUraged to stert at the lowest
levelilk white collar ocCiipations and prepare fdr'
slow advancemenyhp emohaSi§'-is very' nitiCh on
Slotting I, Womennto stereotyped '"female" jobS- in

First There Was Sarah
25 Min./ Color

PurChase: Apply

..iobs For Women:
Where Are You Going;Virginia?

. 15 min./ Color
Purchase $150
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the existing economic Structure, rather than reform-
:mg the structure by applying for the higher paying,
traditionally male jobs, 1969, Mc Graw-i-lill Films

Jockey A fascinating personality in an unusual occupa-
25 min./ Color tion--Peggy Ann Early, the first woman jockeyis

Purchase $300 disappointingly portrayed in a film incurably damaged
by an inaudible soundtrack and incoherent eaiting.
While it is often almost impossible to tell what is
being said and what is going on,, there are a few
rewarding insights about Ms. Early that manage to
come through. .

Ms. Early describes her experience of breaking into
an exclusively male field where, for the most part,
professionalism counts mord than sexism: The men
she works with talk about their responses, both tol-
erant and intoler'ant, to seeing "girls" in races. Foot-
age of a race in which Ms. Early comes in second is
shown, although this is less interesting than the in-

. terview with the still highly charged and:breathlessly
sensual jockey immediately after the race. In one
of the unfortunately more muddled 'but significant
scenes, an incipient rebellion almost occurs among
the jockeys when the owner of a horse refuses to
allow it to be raced by an unidentified woman jockey.
d. Gretel Ehlich,. 1973, Texture Films

Mrs. Cop A slice-of-life biography of a policewoman who
161/2 min./Color assumes 'a traditionally male role and does it well.

Purchase $245 Mary Ellen Alrecht works on the Washington, D.C.
poliCe force as a police sergeant. We learn of her
determination to win acceptance and measure up
to the rigors of her job as well as of the reactions
of her male colleagues, who offer a variety of opin-
ions about having*? woman on the force. We see her
_a.t home relaxing with her policernA husband, at
target practice, in a self-defense class, working in
the Police station and in the street. Both the safety
and Ale dangers of the jo4 are stressed. Ironically,
however, much of Ms. Alrecht's actual police routine

z



Other Women, Other Work
20 min./ Color
Purchase $230

Take This Woman
25 min./ Color
Purchase $275

consists of desk work, inspection (seemingly a form
of police "housework") and secretarial-type,duties.
However, she is smart, articulate, and tougha
woman who has found a unique way of fulfilling her- _
self and extending the options for other women.
d. Joe De Cola, 1973, The Eccentric Ciicle Cinema
Workshop

A good presentation of some unorthodox job alter-
natives for women. Inspirational in intent, the filrn
provides heart-warming glimpses of women working
as pilots, carpenfers, truck drivers, roofers, ocean-
ographers, veterinarians, and broadcait journalists.
Unlike Take This Womah, there is little or no ref-
erence to legal questions or to the facts of job
discrimination, although one or two* women do allude
6riefly to the biases they have encountered. Instead,
the emphasis is on the positive virtues of the in-
creased opportunities for today's women. We see
women who have not only taken up the challenge of'
erifring male professions, who enjoy what they are
doing and do Most interesting are the women
who have chosen manuai skills Which require the
great physical stamina normally thought,of as being
only characteristic of strong men. In this film, women
seem tote equal to just about any task the modern
world is able to offer. d. James Kennedy and Joan
Churchill, 1973, Churchill Films

An informative television documentary about dis-
crimination against women in the work force: Using
an unemotional, low-key tone, the film introduces and
comments upon the problems some working women
are ourrenity encountering in the labor market. Pas-
sage of the,Equal Rights Amendment and other_rele-
vent legislation may be factors which will -date this
film in the future. For the _present, the film remains
serviceable to the extent that it is possible to gen-
eralize from the employment opportunities and re-
strictions in California, where the production is set-

2 9
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omen Up The Carber Ladder:
RecognizingNew Patterns

30 min./ B & W
. Purchase $160

Although the point is made that 70% of employed
women are working at menial jobs, the documentary
focuses on a number of determined women who have
fought to obtain unusual or prestigious job oppor-
tunities. Women are interviewed who are employed
as, for instance, an electrician for the telephone com-
pany, a zoo attendant, a security agent for the Los
Angeles Board of Fducationall .jobs tradition'ally
held by men.. Lea Rosenfeld, a station Master, de-.
scribes the effect of her landmark case against
Southern Pacific_Railroad, which resulted in the re-
moval from California law books of "protective': leg-
islation which disqualified women from certain kinds
of manual work. A still photographer gives an ac-
count of her battle with a union that bars women from
membership. A young medical student suggests t' at
both subtle quotas in medidal schools and the bias °
of admission committees create special obstacles for
the woman who wishes to become a doctor.

Judge Joan Dempsey Klein, Aileen Hernandez Of
NOW., and Congress woman Yvonne Braithwaite at-
tempt to relate 'the personal struggles_of these work-
ing women to te overall aims of the women's
movement. The courts.and the legislatures appear to
be the most appropviate vehiVe for effective action
on this asPect of women's right. d. Michael Fox,
.1071, Films Incorporated ."

A modestly produced film made by the women of
the UCLA Department of Daytime Programs and Spe-.
cial Projects on the problems of .ca:eer women seek-
ing advancement in their jobs. The film tg. set in a
discussion workshop, where eight women whe hold
responsible positions in the fieldsof education, sales,
and management talk about the everyday problems
they encounter. Perhaps because these women have
all overcome the main stumbling-blocks of Obtaining
promotions to positions previously reserved for men,
their mood rarnains good humored and optimistic..

3 0
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It's Not Enough
16 min./ Color

Purchase: Apply

The women do thumb-wrestling exerciseS designed
to help, them exPress aggressiveness, confidence,
and competitivenessassets that have traditionaHy
helped men in business. As the iessio6 continues,
they discuss some of the knottier inequities of their
positions: sexual innuendos, salary differentials, em--
ployer-employee relationships, business-,social situa-

. tions, and the pros and bons of risk:taking in a
strained atmosphere. In this excellent presentation of
a consciousness-raising session that is .going welI
the participants focus on the kinds of real experi-
ences that working women in white collar fields
should instantly recognize. Male employers who view
the film may gain an understanding of the effects of
sexist attitudes on their female employees. d. Lon-.
nie Porro, 1972, UCLA Extension

Working Mothers

A group of films about the special problems of work-
ing mothers and mothers who would like to work was
produced by the National Film Board of Canada's
Challenge For Change program. The purpose of the
series is to inspire social change in Canada, but the
problerns depicted are not exclusively Canadian.
American women face similar difficulties and chal-
lenges in their Own. land.

, A longer, film in the series that brings together
many of the peoPle and ideas frorn the shorter, indi-
vidual films about working women. The general theme
of It's i'Vot Enough concerns the difficulties working
women encounter in Canadian society. Although the
personal circumstanceSof the individual women -of
the shorter films are re-examined, the approach here
is primarily statistical. We learn the economic facts
of Canadian life: numbers of women employed, num-

3 1
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Luckily, I Need Little Sleep
8 rnin./ Color

Purchase: Apply

bers in top po,ions,4salaries, etc. The' stafistics tell
us. that Canadian women do not have enough of the
things that make work rewarding or worthwhile: not
enough day care centers,. benefits, home help, job
opportunities, ps al support. d. Kathleen '.
Shannon, 1974 ational Film oard of Canada

A- thickly-a gented Greek im igrant answers
questions 9 out her triple role as a nurse, farmer,
ar ''qusowife. Although day care centers and social
leg, don might possibly shorten this woman's ex-
tensive work day, she has admittedly created' spebial
problems for herself by choosing to live in a remote
area of rural Canada.where neither government nor
private services can .be maintained by a sparse and
wide-spread popiilation. Despite her extremely hard
life and her"desirelor an easier time, she looks quite
strong. We do ,not worry so much about her.ras we
do about the unlucky working mother who does neeff,-
and does not get, a good night's sleep. ci. Kathleen
Shannon, 1974, National Film. Board of Canada

Mothers Are People A very artiCulate Jamaican woman, who is em-
71/2 min./ Color cloyed as a consult4nt for a large Canadian industrial

Purchase $85 firm, discusses the problems of working mothers.
Talking directly into the camera, she analyzes the
ways that class differences determine which women
will succeed in bridging the gap between home and

- office. In Canada, day care facilities are "geared for
the bourgeoise." Most are expensive and operate
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.rn.an inadequate spread of time
.for the purposes of working mothers. Changes will
come about, she feels, when women "publicize the
undesirable ways women have .had to cope with
stUdying or working." Although she is a Woman who
has in fact coped well with the' system, she still
challenges the system for the sake of women less
fortunate than herself. d. Kathleen Shannon, 1974,
National Film Board of Canada

32
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'Would I Ever Like To Work An interview with a victim of the llanadian welfare

9 min./ Color system and of life:, an overburdened mother of seven
Purchase $110 children who is in poor physical and emotional

health. Deserted by the husband whoebused her and
the children, she longs for the relief of work outside
of the home. As she frankly' puts it, she wants to "get
away from thebe monsters," knowing that she, is an
inadequate parent because of her frustration. There
is no day-care center in her town .and private facili-
ties are.too costly for her. Despite her heart condition
and lack of education, we feel that this woman could
support and fulfill herSelf with the appropriate back-

.

ing of goyernment services.

An additional failure of Canadian society to help this
woman is revealed in her history of constant, fruit-
less efforts to obtain a tuba! ligation. Even with eii-
dence of her husband's violence, even with the
threat each pregnancy brought to her owh health,
even in the-face of extreme econoinic instability, the
medical authorities refused to allow her to obtain a
tubal ligation becauseuntil age 23she "wasri't .
old enough." The poignandy of her personal situation
makes thisrfilm one of the more memorable contri-
butions to the series:Other titles in the Challenge For
Change series that haven't been available for preview
include Tiger On A Tight Leash, They Xppreciate Yob
More, Extensions Of The Family and Like The Trees.
d. Kathleen Shannon, 1974, National Film Board of
Canada

Day Care

Filmmakers have been unresponsive to the women's
movement's ccncern with day care for c9dren.
There is no good film available about.the realities ot
day-care centers: how to establish, fund, and operate
them. The three films listed are useful in parts, the
best of an inadequate-lot.



Caring More Than At\Day
20 min./ Color

Purchase: Abply

Day Care Today
27 min./ Color
Purchase $3251

4=^

A 'rambling, rather disjointed accOunt of a black
woMan, Dorothy Pitman Hughes, who organized a
corrirnunity-controll'ed day-care center in New York
City. \Although the film is ostensibly about the found-

-, ing of1he ceniçr its t±',up interest is irythe dedication
of Ms. 'Hughes to her people and her decision to do
sornethMg to help thern.

Hughes' work as a\orofessional singer forms a
backdrop \for her memories of the death of a child
in a welfare hotel and her\ own reaction to the tragic
event,' After instigating a7\march on City Hall, she
turned her efforts to strengthening the sense of com-
munity between 74th and 40 streets with a coop-
erati.e project7--the establishment of a badly needed
child-care center. With little 'outside help, she and
her neighbors 'raised funds for a building and the
facilities to care for 102 thildren. We see Mary Lind
say and prominent feminists attending the grand:
opening ceremonies. d. Richard Dretsky, 1972, Rich-
ard Oretsky

A model presentation of three show-case darcare
centers. The function of this film \\is to depictAhis
altar:native to conventional child care in the most
attractiveand progressive light possible. There is a
focus oh visually appealing facilities and a deliberate
attempt to ignore completely problems of financing,
organization, personnel turnover. These centers are
well endowed and successful, perhaps-the hope of
day car'e tornorrcw rather than the reality of much of
day care today.

-The first center shown Specializes in infant day care.
The equipment and building are lavish in the extreme .

in a memorable shot of, the nap area, a fleet of
sparkling white cribs stand in a white,_ room. The
atmosphere is clinical, professional, tib'per-middle
class, in part because of the adult-child ratio of one
tdfbur.



'The second center is located a shoe factory.
Again, professional caretakers wor with children
aged 21/2 to 6 while their parents are rnployed in
the factory. The emphasis is on integrating job. and
family for the working class, with the blessing of the
factory.owner.

A Space To Be Me. Covers two different subjects of interest to
30 min./ Color women. In effect, material for two entirely separate

Purchase: Apply films has been spliced together without any particular
regard for logic.

.The first and better half of the film consists of inter-
views with a handful' of women who have overcome
obstacles and developed in unique ways. A welfare
mother finds that good day care resolves her chil-
dren's psychological problems.' A free lance writer
shares housework with her family. A' black Welfare,
mother takes a secretarial-course. A widow returns to
college. A determined black woman .works, takes
courses, and arranges care for her four children. De-,

spite the severity of their circumstances, each woman
manages to find a more or less acceptably dignified
way to exist.

1

The secorief half of the film breaks abruptly from the
apparent intent of the first half. It examines an assort-
ment 'of child-care facilities, from day Care to head
start to the public schools. Here, the children find a .

space to be themselves so that, presumably, their

,-
The third center is a cooperative, university-based
facility serving a mixed group of faculty, staff, stu- .

dents, and community. The male and female perSon-
nelwho are the parents of the children in the center
are interested in theories of child behavior. Thus,
although this center seems less structured than the
others, relationships between children and adults
seem more open and expressive. d. Miriam Wein-
stein; 1973, Polymorph Films
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And Everything Nice
20 min/ Color
Purchase $270

mothers can solve theproblems already noted.
d. Maureen Sherlock and David Weinkauf, 1973,
Newsreel

Compilation DocUmentaries

In this category are the films made to introduce an
audience to the women's movement.,,They attempt
to include a little bit of eierything: day care: so-
cial conditioning of children, consciousness-raising
groups, the Equal Rights Amendment, radical femi-
nist activity. What they tend to exclude, however, is
any account of working clasS' women or of the eco-.
nomic and legal disadvantages of womanhood. In-
stead, they concentrate on the question 'of Whether
sexual typecastino is biolo9ical or cultural in origin.

A clear and intelligent' effort to explain the pur-
pose and function of a women's liberation organiza-
tion. The slight narrative focuses on a married woman
in her i-nid-thirties whose sudden awakening brings
her tb a consciousness-raising group in a NOW cen-
ter. Before joining the group, she is interviewed by an
older woman who carefully explains the qference
between therapy and the process involved in a

conSciousness-raising session. In the group, there is
discussion of growing up in a boy-oriented world,
the burden of trying tolook beautiful, andmost im-
pressivelyadmissions-of the fear and pain faced by
women who change their/lives. The newly awakened
woman does not choose any radical options; she
tentatively decides to get a job, unsure of her abili-
ties after many years of marriage.

The narrative is intercut with inteMews with Gloria
Steinem, who interprets the action and intellebtual-
izes about the isSues involved,. A few brief newsteel

shots also introduce the Equal Rights'Amendment,
the Women's Political Caucus, International Wome,n's



:74
Day, and protest against job inequities. There is
an impression throughout of order, difficult but steady
progress, and, above all, rationality in the women's -
movement. d. Norma Adams, 1974, BFA Educational
Media

To Be A Woman A conservative attempt to puncture some of the
131/2 min./ Color stereotypes that are imposed upon girls and young

Purchase $175 'women. The tone is reasonable and optimistic and
would be best suited for an audience that should be
gently eased into an awareness of women's rights.

The visual content is restricted to a simple flow of
shots in color, black-and-white `stills, and attractive
art-nouveau type illustrations, all concerned with com-
monplace activitieS of school girls and young moth-
ers. The main interest of the film is found in its
voice-over narration, consisting of statements by a
number-of teen-age girls trying to come to grips with
a definition of "woman." "It's very easy to be female,"
one concludes, "a little harder to be fefriinine, but
very very hard to be a woman." While some of the
girls are willing and eager to accept traditional roles,, .
others at least question attitudes-toward sex, fashion,
marriage, identity. There is a gut feeling that some-
thing is wrong, anq this feeling stands in sharp
contrast to the continual insistence that, being
born a woman is a blessing in itself. Billy Budd
Films, Inc.

A Woman's Place
42 min./Color Probably the best of the television documentaries

Purchase $550 covering a broad diversity of women's issues. This
film would be best appreciated by an educated audi-
ence prepared to deal intensively -with the subject.
Rather than presenting a rapid montage of-conflict-
ing viewpoints typical of television documentaries, A
Wpman's Place allows full discussion of the issues it.
covers. Sacrificing inclusiveness, it still manages to
explore an impressive number of areas of special
interest tojniddle-claSs women.

.- 3.7
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.Women: The Hand
That Cradles The Rock

22 min./ Color
Purchase $300

BesS Myerson acts as.the,hosteas and narrator who
ties togethe( a number' of sequences. A children's
librarian analyzes the sexist implications of Cinder-
e//a and other fairy /ales. A sociologist demonstrates
that toys and toy commercials are, for girls, "re-
hearsals for domesticity." A teacher. of film history
discusses the discrepancies between life and movies.
Women from the anti-defamation ieague attack ad-
vertising. Shelia Tobias and other lecturers .from
Wesleyan !University speak about the role of women
in Modern society. Anthropologist and anti-feminist,
Lionel Tiger, argues that hormones determine 'a
'woman's place. Abagail McCarthji talks about her
senaration from her husband.. In a workshop at
Barnard College, women draw therapeutic diagrams'
that expose their problems. A group of older women
speak out at a meeting: d. Victoria Hocnberg, 1974,
Xerox Filma

One of the better collages of women's Issues pro-
duced as an episode in :the Canadian television
series, Toward The Year--2PpO. A wide 'spectrum of
visual material, interviews, and graphics indicate the
best and worst featureS of being a woman in the
1970's. High school students coping with dates and
early sexual experiences, a disillusioned mother, a
liberated.former modelthelounder of a feminist the-
atre'group exhibit the spirit of growth and indepen-
dence in contrast to the trapped women exemplified
in clips from. the feature film Diary/Of A Mad House-
wife. A woman psychiatrist presents some of the
more radical alternatives to established values in ,her
stand against marriage.. Psychologist Albert Ellis, a
moderate Who foresees social change occurring over
generations is challenged by four feminists who
argue for immediate economic revolation. Newsreel
footage covers some of the demonstrations and ac-
tivities of women's liberation groups. d.-joan Fiore,
1971, Document Associates, Inc.
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Women's Liberation
23 min./ Color
Purchase $320

omen's Rights In The U.S.:
An Informal History

27 min./ Color
, Purchase.$350

An ABC News Special that covers much the same
ground that other compilation women's movement
films cover without any special distinction or style.
The flavor is 1960's rather than 1970's and some
issues which once seemed, very radiCal would now
produce yawns among sophisticated aUdiences.
However, there is an attempt to present what once
was a fair spectrum Of opinion from moderate to radi-
cal, although it is ,the moderate voices that loom
-loudest: "Man must be an ally if there is to be
change," the narrator concludes.

Students from the University of Nprth Carolina and
Duke are seen in rap sessions, guerrilla theatre pres-
entations, self-defense classes, marches and con-
frontations. Also on view are representative New
York groups from NOW to WITCH, the famous sit-in
in the editorial offices of the Ladies Home Journal,
Betty Friedan pleading for the participation of men
in the women's movement, and Senator Birch Bayh
reporting on the progress of the proposed Equal
Rights Amendment. d. Marlene Sanders, 1971, Xerox
Films

History

Women's Rights in the U.S.: An Informal History is a
good replacement for the older, now dated historical
films produced in the 1960's.

Entertaining account of the Women's movement_ in
America. The film is accompanied by an excellent
biographical and bibliog-raphical pamphlet which
identifies the personalities and quotes seen and
heard (but not identified) on screen.

A clever use of well-edited period drawings, illustra-
tions, and (later) photographs and newsreel footage
provide an amusing, pleasantly satirical background
for readings from texts written by both ferninists
and anti-feminists. The eighteenth- and nineteenth-

3 9
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A To B
35 min./ Color
Purchase $400

century material is still remarkably powerful despite
the quaintness of the language. The film should en-
courage a deeper interest in the history and literature
of feminism: d. Barbara Welter, 1974, Altana Films

Portraits

Biographies of both well-known and anonymous
women constitute the core of women's films. The
stories of individual women and the way they live
their lives can 'be found in ali-nost every category,
including Welfare, Problem Pregnancies,/ and Per-
sonal Statements. The ofilms categorized shere as

'Portraits are, more concerned 'with the generalized
life-styleS adopted by women rather than with 'their
specific or immediate :problems.

Portraits can be loosely divided into three sub-
categories: the older films about women who sense
that something is.wrong (Caroline, This Is No Time
For Romance); films about women experimenting
with -change in their lives (A To .B, joyce At 34,
Three Lives); inspirational films about women who are
trying to 'change society (Crystal Lee Jordan, Mating
Horner). For.the sake of space, the numerous film bi-.
ograPhies of famous women Rleanor Roosevelt,
Goida Mier, etc.) have been exCluded from the de-
scripilve section of this catalod.

A film &erne about a teen-age girl making the
transition between two worldsthat of a child ruled
by the adult establishrnent.of parents and teachers
and that of k 'free" woman-among her peer grRutiof
drug- and r 'JR.-enthusiasts/The -tensions- and cOn-
flicts of an ordinary girt are convincingly -Captured
without the usual force-feeding of "messages" about
the .(3cial conditioning of females. Instead, director
Nell Cox dhow§ us a character developing from
within in response tote different kind's of valueS she
enCounters. While she is attracted to the experiinen-



tation.:of her peer group;',the sort of peradn she will
turn Out tO be',.iS _left open.- Her story, we are informed

. a final title, iS "to_ be,continued."

, The narrative, set in California, begins on the !eat day
of a higt.lichool setriester,, When the teen2agehetoine
sdiscOVers she has failed an examination. The film
follows her,home, wheteher parents bicker . about her).
choice.of'clothing, oh a blind-date arranged by her
patents; to a ,driver'S test, on a picnic With a neW
boyfriend .who introduCed her to his "hippy" friends,
and back home to an evening with her parents. AI-
thoudh Very little -actually happens, the mainAterest

in the .growing excitement of a frustratedbOred
girl suddenly awaie ,of the open prOspects of a
changing society.,:d. Nell gpx, 1971,11n.e/Life,Films-0

Campoo:. Docunymo Kathy oweiws .etttirt to unseat,:ria
201:niii;/ Color DernoCtatic incumbent in the'Oe)ifornia-,state Senate.

"2PurChase $230.-:::: 'Although sheloees the ',raCe- by orie -PerOent of the,-
vote,,het.,--near victorrib an encburaging'sign
.astri6t Where o.iVOman has rieVer preViousIOeen a

,Candidatei.i,ifOreoVer; carididate thel'
women Who make--.PP-ffie bulk of her;.CaMPaign w_ork=-,

:.'erS prove equalla,P_rriasculine"--ifres§es, dirtytricks,
'and politipal,harassment,that unfortunately:apPear to
bee-pert 'Of an election..

Ailhat is the "attractivq,10111Y-
Mother of two sonei" as the candidate is

,

superficially characterized by the media-iis' her starn7.,
ina and her instinctiVe ability to prgenize largenUm-
beta o; people and events-Ttie film followeheilrom
the *Option of hercimpaigngrUelling -delis of
speeah-making, aid hand-shaking-44o the election

. night. The gritty day-to-day cartipaign activities, what
it takes to run for office, are emphasized rather than
the platforms and issues of the race. ElectiOn night
is at first 'Charged with excitement, then with the aI7



Caroline
. 27min:/B&W

Purchase $170

Crystal Lee Jordan
'16 min./ Color

In production, Purchase: Apply

terrrting moods of hope and. despair and by the'
long waits for returns. d. James Kennedy and Joan
Churchill, 1973, Churchill Films

A ponderous and melancholy study-of the disillu-
sionment of a. young married woman, filmed in a
style suggestive of French New Wave cinema. The
narrative occurs on Caroline's .wedding anniversary,
a day that triggers intense introspetStion about the
meaning and value of her life. Ifnpressionistic
glimpses reveal something of her unhappy childhood,'
early aspirations to be a musician, ambivalence
about marriage and childraising; her husband's thinly
disguised hostility to her job: She daydreams about a
romantic adventure in an 'elegant restaurant. Her
work as a telephone operator is symbolic of her psy-
chic 'needs, and defenses; her small, polite. 'voice
masking the overwhelming presence of a gigantic
and complex machine. Similarly, her outer coolness
remains at odds with the seething ferocity of her
suppressed, inner emotions "Are you still dreaming,
Caroline? What other self are you looking for? You
made your choice, but did 'you really. choose Caro-
line?" At the end of this particular day such
.questions are apparently resolved in favor of her
marriage, when her husband and child arrive unex-
pectedly at her office with flowers in_celebration of
their anniversary. The ending reflec:s a solution of
'the early 1960's, a cop-out for the audience's expec-..
tations of the 1970's. d. Georges Dufaux and. Clement
Perron, 1964, National Film Board of Canada

A tough-minded working class Woman attempts to
unionize a textile mill in a small Ncr,b Carolina corn- .

pany town. This, film and Janie's Janie are good cor-
rectives to ihe notion that the women's movement
has only affected the middle-class. Crystal Lee Jor-
dan's defiance of millionaire J. P. Stevens, the town's
"owner," is in- part a direct outgrowth of changing
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attitudes toward women. Not only is her determina-
tion not to be exploited involved, but also the support
of a husband who does not object to sharing house-
work as well as her openness about illegitimacy of

-two of her children. The richness of Ms. Jordan's
personality, the complexity of the labor issue, and
the femihist implications of the situation suggest the
need for a full-length, in-depth documentary. The
current short film was produced as one portion .of
MS. Magazine's, a public television production,
Woman Alive! d. Doug Bailey, 1974, Indiana Univer-
sity' Audio-Visual Center

Game A truly remaikable insider's view of a black prosti-
381/2 min./ B & W tute and her, pimp. The filmmakers have accom-

Purchase-$275- --plished a rare achievement in approaching a delicate
and sensational subject with empathy. Both the pros-

.
titute anq the pimp come across as real human
beings who deserve our.understanding as well as our
interest. They are capable of analyzing .theit own
sub-culture, providing fascinating ihsights about psy-
chological, economic, social, and sexist aspects of
"the .jame."

As the camera records the prostitUte 'working on the
street§ of New York City and relaxing .with her pimp
the sad and- disturbing quality of their lives is ex-
posed. The drudgery, the insecurity, and the under-
tone of violence robs "the game" of any glamour it
may originally have had for the prostitute. If any-
thing redeems her, however, it is the sexual outlet
she provides for such uniikely men.as an aging, one-
armed client. With this man; the relationship between
a prostitute and her "pawn" is explored. Their nego-
tiations on the street, their ierbal foreplai' in his
room, their briefly viewed nudity and (simulated) sex
are dramatized in several staged scenes. The film
concludes with a monologue by the prostitute, in
which she expresses yearnings for a different and
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more rewarding kind of life. d. Abby Child and Jon
Child, 1972, Film, Images

Hey Doc A totigh black woman physician at work In a North
25 min.tColor Philadelphia ghetto. Dr. Ethel Allen is doctor and
Purchase $300 advisor to her patients and neighbors. She treats

them in her office, in the streets, in schools, in day-
care centers. The film follows her on her daily
rounds.

Dr. Allen brings great stamina and an iron fist to the
depressing conditions of the ghetto. She "cures"
with a shrewd mixture of encouragement and bully-
ing, an approach that works well with addicts, the
aged, pregnant teen -agers--hopeless, exploited, sick
people whose ills are not exclusively organic.
d. Alvin L. Hollander, 1971, Carousel Films

Jane KennedyTo Be Free One of the more successful monologue-documen-
27 min./ Color taries in which a woman tells her story directly into
Purchase $315 the camera. Jane Kennedy, a sensitive, doe-eyed

nurse, responded emotionally to a number of the
morally intolerable activities of and conditions in
America in the 1960's: poverty, racism, Vietnam.
Sensing "how important it is to put yourself on the
line, to act on what you believe," she participated in
dangerouS and violent demonstrations. Eventually,
because of her actiom against the Dow Chemical
Company, she went to jail. Her account of this ex-
perience, of the mistreatment of prisonersa of her
punishment in "the hole," is one of the most moving
chronicles to be heard in a woman's film. Jane Ken-
nedy is not militant in style or rhetoric. She seems
soft and vulnerable, a modern saint. Her'willingness
to suffer for her principles (and, like a saint, for us)

be especially appealing to a conservative audi-
ence that feels threatened -by aggressive activists.
d. Patricia Barey and Gloria Callaci, 1974, Indiana
University Audio-Visual Center
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Joyce At 34 Perhaps the best of the films,Jhat explore one
28 min./ Color woman's way of living her life. Joyce Chopra, an in-
Purchase $350 dependent filmmaker, gives birth to her first baby-

; (on camera) ai age 34. The'film covers the year that
follows when motherhood drastically alters Joyce's
relationship with her husband, her mother, her work,
her sense of self. Joyce and her co-director, Claudia
Weill, have a remarkable knack of captaing the in-
tensity and complexity of new motherhood, with its
combined frustrations, compulsions, and pleasures.
The 'infinitely complicated" mini-drama of Joyce
managing a plane trip with her infant.of her attempt
to finish a meal In her parents' home when the baby
begins to ory, or her husband's double-jointed effort
to feed his 'daughter while discussing business With
a Colleague reveal the often comical, mixed-blessings
of parenthood.

New motherhood is compared with "old" mother-
hood in a remarkably moving scene in.which Joyce's
mother and her friends, all retired school teachers,
talk about their generation's attitude toward working .

Mothers"Whatever we did was wrong." Joyce is
more fortunate. She lives in a more permissive age;
she can continue_to work without guilt; she -shares
her responsibilities with her very reasonable husband
and mother. As she moves on to age 35, we con-
fidently expect her to survive and survive well.
dClauclia Weill and Joyce Chopra, 1972, New Day
Films

Judy A shallow narrative of a young woman's deolsion
29 min./ B & W to leave her small Australian hometown for an inde,
Purchase $250 pendent life in Sidney. Her pending departure creates

ripples of near hysteria among her parents, friends,
and boyfriend, who view the uncertainties of city life
darkly and who interpret her decision as a rejection
of themselves. From the standpoint of the 1970's in
America, Judy's desire for the broader experiences
of city lifeher sire to break away from parents
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Katy
161/2 min./ Color

Purchase $225

Matina Horner:
portrait Of A Person

17 min./ Col& ,
Purchase $250

and a limited futurespeaks to the essence of
women's rights. But her problem is so interfused with
other, dated issues, such as the aura of sexual be-
havior associated witk the city, that the film seerns
oddly out of touch with our -times. What we want to
know, and never learn, is What becomes of Judy
when she reaches the city. The finaF shot of her bar-
ren room in Sidney suggests that her townspeople.'s
warnings were possibly justified. d. Bruce Heinnart,
Wombat Productions, Inc.

A handsome feature produced by C.B.S. about a
pre-teenage girl who wants to deliver newspapers
like the boys do:When her, brother goes to camp for
two weeks, she temporarily takes dyer his ',route,
despite the jeers and open attacks of the paper boys
and the adult, male managerin the exclusively
male paper shack. Confused and disturbed, she con-
fides in a movement woman who (in an unconvincing
scene) tells her about the suffragettes. With new con-
fidence, Katy. and her two girlfriends ask for routes of
their own. Although they are turned down, there is a
sense of victory in their willingriess to fight for equal-
ity at such a tender age. d. Monica Dunlap, 1974,
BFA Educational Media

An excellent biograpMcal sketch of a most ad-
mirable woman educator. What is truly. extraordinary. _
is the ?way the film manages to bring out both Ms.
Horner's determined professionalism and her per-
sonal warmth and, perhaps even more remarkably,
to convey visually her ideas. A number of techniques
are used' to transcend the conventional film profile,
including a montage of still photographs, old home
movies, and an animated sequence by Lynn Smith
which explains Ms. Horner's special theories about
women in conflict with success.

Ms. Horner attempts to redefine the undergraduate
experience of Radcliffe women. Her struggle against
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Roberta Flack
30 min./ Color
Purchase $315

Ruth And Harriet:
Two Women Of The Peace

27 min./ Color
Purchase $325

women's culturally determined fea .ccess both
as students and professionally, aft& duation, lead
to some imaginative experiments, such as student-
faculty rap sesSions, 'single sex classes, and co-
resident dormitories. At the samel time, MS. Horner
re-arranges her private life to achieve a richer co-
ordination of work and family. d. Joyce Chopra,
1974, Phoenix Films

Roberta Flack, a black 'singer, performs at Mr.
Henry's in Washington, D.C.; at the Newport Jazz
Festival; and at a recording session for Atlantic
Records in New York City. In passing; she talks
about her childhood, her year of teaching in an all-
black .elementary school, her marriade to a white .

musician, the demands of show business routine.
Her huSband, her composer, ',her "manager, and
others involved Ikith her contribute to the commen.-
tary. The most illuminating part of the film for jazz
devotees occurs wheri'Ms. Flack teaches techniques
of voice modulation'to a class of sChool children. An
audience with, feminist or social interests will be
struck by the warm-blooded "star"._ who seem& as
this film presents her, to identify with her profession
rather than with her race, class, or sex. 1971, Indiana
University Audio-Visual Center

The story of two women who live within one hun-
dred miles of each other along the- Peace River in
western Canada. Ruth is a thirty-five year old welder
in a small trailer factory. She is the widowed 'mother
of seven children who now lives with Ben, a friend.
Harriet is thiity, married to Ruth's brother, and
mother to four boys. She and her husbaridare home- ,

steaders who live and work on the farm they have
built themselyes.

As these women go about.. their daily -routines and
talk about themselves they reveal the strength that
comes from living close to nature. Ruth and .Harriet
are very different, but they shaie a sPecial feeling for .
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the land and the river that eclipses social concerns.
They know about the women's movement and agree
that "women should be equal to men." We sense,
however, that they are comfortable With their roles as
women who are able to do their fair share of "Men's
work," without conflict, in the factOry and on the
farm. In this, they are like the pioneer women of past
centuries. The ease and assurance with which they
appear to relate to their men with little visible oppres-
sion may be contrasted with the more blatant forms
of sexism found in modern metropolitan and subur-
ban cultures. d. Barbara Greene, 1974, National Film
Board of Canada

Sylvia, Fran, And Joy The autobiographies of three women who repre-
25 min./ B & W sent the most realistic options presently available to
Purchase $150 white, middle-class women. They are familiar types

in familiar roles, unlike the atypical but perhaps more
interesting women in Three Lives. Sylvia, Fran,' and
Joy are each oriented differently toward womanhood,
although they each tend to question their orientation.

Sylvia has rejected every token of traditional feminin-
, ity except marriage. Her husband, who upstages her
during the interview, does all housework, child-

. raising, and cooking while Sylvia workg. She dis-
cusses the painful process of self-realization that led
to their reversal of marital roles. The film captures
their experiment-in-its-inception-,7-and-its-success7--
especially in view of the husband's blind idealism
and Sylvia's pessimismremains an open question.
Fran, the film's "liberated" woman, is divorced and .

enjoying the freedom to pursue a number of inter7
ests, including dance, photography,, a free school.
While she draws strength from her anger about sex-

\ ual inequities, she also acknowledges the insecurity
, of her unprogrammed, day-to-day existence.

Joy, the housewife and mother of two pre-school
boys, seems to be at odds with herself. She insists
that her marriage is "perfect" except for money



7r.

z
problems. She is completely subservient to the needs
of her children and husband and appears to accept
this role without question or complaint. The camera
slyly subverts her statements of satisfaction by re-
cording her fanatical approach to housework, her
compulsive nagging of her children, and her ritual-
ized efforts to please her husband. d. Joan Churchill,
1973, Churchill Films

This Is No Time For Romance A sensitive and visually attractive look at the'first
28 min./ Color stirrings of the awakening that has become the mod-
Purchase $300 em women's movement. The dramatization, set in a

lakeside Canadian summer home, concerns a day of
marital crisis in the life of the heroine, who has the
best that traditional upPer-middle class domesticity
can offer: good-looking children, a luxurious home,
leisure time.

The heroine's, husband, an irritable 'and demanding
man, storms out of the house after being angered by
a trivial incident at the breakfast table. The heroine
spends her day "taking stock" and giving free reign-
to fantasies of aggression, success, and eroticism.
But, in the end, these fantasies do not compete with
a reality that is already ripe with a sensuality of an-
other kind: the caresses of children, the physical
pleasures of exercising, sunbathing, swimming. Nev-
eftheleSs, as she weighs her dreams and her reality,
she questions the meaning of her life.

Although, like Caroline, the film ends with a reconcili-
ation with her husband and a reaffirmation of their
marriage, it is the questioning, the half-acknow-
ledged admission of the emptiness of existence, that
makes it a significant women's film. d. Feinand Dan-

. sereau, 1967, Perennial Education, Inc.

Three Guesses A study of Canadian actress Jackie Burroughs, a,
29 min./ Color woman groping clumsily for happiness through a
Purchase $350 denial of bourgeois values. She and her "far out"

artist-friends both flaunt and reject their similarity to
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"average" people. Ms. Burroughs is` a raucous-
voiced, 'elfin-faced woman who is both irritatingly

6 prone to self-dramatization end charmingly oOen
about her uncertainties..She lives with her daughter. .
and boyfriend,'wearslanciful clothes, eXercises with
an impromptu theatre-group, visits her mother:cooks
an "open house" .dinner, dances and meditates.
When her hus,band drops in for a few days, she be-
gins to talk about her loneliness, and sense of loss
since their separation. She is a good -sport who
seems to use an extravagant "arty",way of life to
conceal a great deal of suffering. d. Joan Henson,
1971, Phoenix 'Films

Three Lives' The first directorial effort of feminist and literary
70 min./ Color critic Kate MHlett suffers from the multiple sins of

Purchase $750 pretentiously arty effects, a lack of polish, and tedi-
-

ouSness (its length .could be.cut in half, without dam-
aging its:structure or purpose). Yet, it is postible to
respond strongly to file personalities in the film in
spite of the gracelessness of the film technique.

Three very- different women spthk about their lives
while the Camera moves from-close-ups to extreme
close-ups of their faces. All three begin with a rather

-superficial account of themselves which breaks clown
as _they_proceed th reveal the many painful doubts
and conflicts that undermine their most basic myths
about themselves.
Mallory Millett-Jones (Kate Millett's sister) recalls her
transformation. from The archetypal popular school
girl and stylish upper-clags Wife of a Phillipine busi-
ness than to a free woman struggling to survive as a
waitress in New York.,She exemplifies the.passive,
child-like lady who Manageslà evolve into.an
pendent and decisive human being.
Lillian Shreve, the middle:aged mother of one of the
members of the crew, has come to terms with the
kind of conditioning that led her to make some unfor-
tunate, some fortunate deciaiOns in the past. She



good-humoredly remembers the squalid marriage of
her Italian immigrant parents as well as the forces
that influenced her own twenty-three years of mar-
riage,and her abandoned career as a chemist.

Robin Mide, the youngest and most histrionic of the
three, left home at age fifteen for a nomadic life of
constant experimentation in_ the cobnter-cultural
movement. She is a late 1960's radical who may
alienate audiences unsympathetic to her aggressive
style, but her store of anecdotes is consistently fas-
cinating. d. Kate Millett, 1970, Impact Films

To Be Young, Gifted, And Black A film adaptation of the' dramatized .biography of
90 min./ ColOr Lorraine Hansberry, the first black playwright and
Purchase $665 youngest American to receive the New York Drama

Critics Award for her play, "A Raisin in the Sun." A
group of black and white actors in interchangeable
roles (with RubY- .Dee often reading the part 6f the
playwright) acts in excerpts from Lorraine Hansberrys
plays and re-enact scenes from her life--her middle-
class childhood; the growth of her socia: commit-
ment to her people during a race -riot in her high
school and, after graduation, in Harleth; her dedsion
to write plays with social and racial themes; her criti-
cal success with the white literary establishment; and
the illness that led to her death at age 34. Her words .

reveal the very special difficulty of being young,
gifted, blackand a woman-' d. Michael A. Shultzi._
1972, Indiana University Audio-Visual Center

Underground Film A part of an "Under 30" series, this documentary
30 min./ Color explores the relationship filmmaker, Chick
Purchase $300 Strand, underground films, i 7.fi,r2.ir young audi-

ences. Chick Strand talks about her life and about
the process of creativity. She is seen in her studio
editing footage as well.as "on location," where she
films without a crew or script. Samples of her films,
including her Mexican film Anselmo; show how labo-



Woo Who? May Wilson
33 min./ Color
Purchase $375

ratory effects and the art of "re-relating things in dif-
ferent ways" transform her, original, unremarkable
shots into images of intense beeuty and significance.
Chick Strand's talent, courage, and commitment' to
her work are communicated by her personal style as
well as by.her films.

Brief attention is also given to some of the unortho-
dox theatres exhibiting underground filmi; Genesis,
a company formed by young filmmakers to distribute
thei films; and to the immediate afterthoughts of a
few young people who attend a screening. d. Raul
Marshall, 1971, AC1 Films, Inc.

A warm tribute to a zany older woman who left
.suburban Marylarld at age 60 to begin a new life as
an artist in New York City. After her husband an-
nouncsd that there was no longer a place for her in

. his life, May Wilson learned to deal with the problems
common to people who 'go through the process of
self-definition plus the problems of jiving alone in a
strange city.

The film investigates both her very original person-
ality and its reflection in her art. May Wilson is
touched by "a streak of the clown." She is flashy,
funny, verbose, self-centered to the point of obnox-
iousness, and despite all, endearing. Her photo-
montages and junk sculptures are wonderfully
wh'imsical. Amalie R. Rothsohild cleverly aniniates
the art-works, most notably the, series of May Wil-
son's well-known self-portreit montages. We see the
artist at work in her .studio, entertaining her young
friends, playing with her waist-length hair, and an-
swering the constant doorbell with a-distinctive "woo
who?" Here is someone whose unique approach to
art, womanhood, ,and age makes an interesting con-
trast to her oppoSite number in Underground Film:
d. Amalie 'R. Roil-is-aid, 1970, New Day Films



Dirty Books
17 min./Color
.Rental: Apply

Genesisf3:16
20 min./ Er& W

Purchase: Apply

Perional Statements

Movement women have discovered that film can be -'

an effective propaganda tool for communicating
"messages" to large audiences. The films in this
group have .been made by ,amateurs or by amateur ,

film collectives and allowanCe should be made for
the unpolished look of their productions. These film-
makers make strong personal and political state-
ments without regard for (and without the budget for)
the aesthetics of film. Often, bebause their filmsare
concerned with a p4ticular historical moment, they,:':
seem startingly out of date even if {hey Were recenty
made. Films distributed by Women MaKe Movies, :
Inc., which form a sub-category of Perional State-
ment films, are listed separately:

A comic dramatliation about a young woman with
no sexual 'experience who is a professional writer of .

pornographic novels. Bored with her typewriter and:.
Ne4' ork apartment, she considers' ac7.''

cepting a strange', job offer in California, Visits her
parents, asks her boyfriend for advice. Her situation,
though treated lightly, suggests that sexual iiberationL.
will not in itself end a Woman's sense of inadequaby
or search for hapPiness. It also Suggests the oPen-
ness of a fundamentally absurd world in which a vir-
gin can become a pornographer Included in The
Best of the New York Women's Film FestiVal, U.SA.
1973, New Line Cinerria

A poorly structured; technicAly weak collage of
feminist activity in Boston. Movement .women are
seen demonstrating, giving . street theatre perform-
ances, engaging in consciousness-raising sessions,.
attending a self-defense class. The heart of the film
concerns two diernate living arrangements adopted,'
by women who live in Boston's- WOmen'-s Center. In
one, two women with three children eaCh, ranging in
age from three to thirteen, share a hoiise. Their ex-
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istence is arrexperiment in children's as well as
women's liberation. The other experiment involves a
collectiVe of gay wOmen. What we briefly see of both
is too meager tO satisfy our desire for-an in-depth
study of 'each household. d. Maureen McCue and
Lois Ann Tupper, Lois Ann Tupper

Make Out
5 min./B &W
Rental: Apply

An inspired filmic idea that makes a simple, cogent
-statement in a few minutes. While a teen-age couple
are seen making out on screen, the girl's voice on
soundtrack registers her random reactions and fanr
tasies, which are at odds with her apparent absorp-
tiOn in sexual pleasure. 'AS her boifriend becomes
More and more ,Aggressive, the soundtrack, bluris
with a deliberateand effectivesuperimposition of
several of her trains Of thOught. Theseihaludeconp`
flict, fear, impatience, \and boredom for 'a girl who
finds sex and her boyfriend rather distasteful. How-
ever,.the point is not to \condemn sex as distasteful,
but the social code that 'forces a girl to pretend to
enjoy something she dislikes in Order to be popular
and "normal." 1970, Newsieel

Women Make Movies

Women Make Movies, Inc. ' distributes films and
videotapes made at the Chelsea Picture:Station,- a

- community media center in New York City. IThe
women who, have made movies at the center are
secretaries, housewives, teachers, who wish to Make
personal statements about their oWn lives. Often their
film technique is bluntly rudimentary, but just as often
they succeed in using.the medium as a powerful .
instrument of self-expression:

Domestie Tranquility An ironically titled story of a houseivife's frustra-.
min./ B & W - fion when her crestivity is destroyed by. "wifery."

Rurchase $70 While cleaning a closet, the hOusewife finds her- old
portfolio and rernernbers.her ambition to be an artist.



Her attempt to paint again is crushed.by the demands
of husband and children. d. Harriet Kriegel, 1973,
Women Make Movies, Inc.

Fear An unpolished fantasy about the attempted rape,
7 min./ B & W of a young woman Who is saved by an anger greater.
Purchase $70 than fear. The events that preceded the attack Pro-

, yoke her growing irritation and prepare her for an
act of courage The sexual aggressiveness of con-
struction workers who follow her in the street and her
employer's decision to cleny her promotion because
she is a woman, are metaphorical rapes'she does not
resist. But the appearance of' a real rapist triggers
her latent rage. Although he has a gun, she fights
him, chases him, and manages to hold him until the
police arrive. d. Jean Shaw, 1973, Women Make

. Movies, Inc.
For Better Or Worse An inconclusive tale about role and responsibility

7 B & W in marriage buring their pre-Marital romance, an un-
Purchase $70 employed young man cooks elegant meals for his

girlfriend, a pediatrician. After Marriage, hoWever,.he
refuses to do any housework, forcing, his wife into
the double role of doctor and housekeeper. Eventu--;

ally, he reforms after reading AIS. magazine, and
they save their marriage by sharing housework. It

c' could be argued that this arrangement leaves her
witn a job-and-a-half aria him with half a job, .but
even if they don't achieve equality, they at least learn
to be flexible. d. Judith Shaw Acuna, 1973, Women
Make Movies, Inc.

Sweet Bananai An unstructured and at times incoherent narrative
30 min./ Color based On the notion that women who are alienated
F;urchase $300 by their/social and professional differences could

achieve a true sisterhood in isolated circumstances.
Using a documentary andsornetimes an experi-

- mental approach, the filmmaker introduces us to a
puppet-maker, a topless dancer, and a weaver who
all decide to visit their friend, a woman living alone
in the countrY. After picking up a runaway teen-ager,
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Testing, Testing,
How Do You Do?

4 min,/ Color
Pu rchase '$40

Women's Happy Time Commune
50 min./ Color
Purchase $500

Lady Beware
16 min./ Color

Purchase $200

the five women drive to an even -more remote rural
area where they become the guests of an older,
-straight" woman and her young daughter. In the

!- three weeks that follow, the women experience a
rare,<if ambiguous, closeness before going their sep-
arate ways. The film seems to be an argument for

. sexual segregation. d. Ariel Dougherty, 1972, Women
Make Movies, Inc.

Angry Movement women at the 1974 Miss America
pageant use the camera itself as a means of violent
disruption:-The technique of rapid cutting from spec-
tators to hecklers to demonstrators to participants in

- the beauty contest makes a 'political point by (inten-
tionally?) assaulting the eyes and ears of the au-
dience. d. Sheila Paige, 1969, Women Make Movies,
Inc.

A feature-length all-women's Western that is a
-poor cousin to the more interesting and quicker-
paced Sweet dananas..In the wildernessaway from
menWomen slowly lose their viciousness, work
through anger, and. build their own kind of
feminist civilization in a. farm commune. d. Sheila
Paige, 1972, Women Make Movies, Inc.

Self-defense

Both Lady Beware and Nobody's Victim are strictly
instruction& films. They ayoid the political analysis
that would make them truly relevant as women's
films, but they remain useful and informative on a
subject of interest to all women.

A self-defense film that stresses all the obvious
precautionary measures but offers no advice for the
potential victim of an armed assailant. Leaves us
feeling virtually helpless and paranoid in the face of
omnipresent danger. d. Bruce Kerner, 1973, Pyramid
Films/
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. Nobody's Victim Covers much the same ground aiLady Beware,
20 min./Color with the welcome addition of, a demonstration of a

Purchase $230 few simple physical techniques-a woman might use
to protect herself from an aseailant. Patricia Stock,
author of Personal Safety and Self-Defense for
Womerr and instructor of self-defense at the Univer-
sity of California, shows how parts of the body can
be used as weapons. At the same time, she argu s
that self-defense is a skill whose effectiveness
pends on conditioned response, best acquir
self-defense course.

The bulk of the film contains an informative survey
of methods of,avoiding arid escaping frorhdanger.....

-- The advice offered is always worth hearing, but the
dramatizations of it are amateurish and often faintly
laughable. Subjects include safety at night, dogs for
protection, driving alone, home security, prowle;s,
guns for self-defense, telephone harassment, every=
day objects as weapons. d. Vaughn Obern, 1972,
Ramsgate Films

Ironic Commentaries

Some of the most -talented documentary.filmmakers
have used the camera to record the humorouskand
often insane things women go through in ourl
ciety. Activities like cheerleading, plastic surgery,
yoga, and stripping can be both attracfive and re-
pellent when perceived as an ironic comMentary on
social and sexual values.

Beauty Knows No Pain A jaundiced view of the training of the Kilgore
25 min./ Color College Rangerettes in Texas. Like Up, Over, and

Purchase $370 Bang, it is possible to see the...film as a ,"straight"
presentation of the cheerleaders' education. But a
knowing eye will appreciate the irony and arnbiguity
of paramilitary, values applied to the (unliberated)_
aspirations of young women. There is a certain se-
ductive appeal in the sight of scores of finely toned
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young bodies at work in a rigorous combination of
dance and drill. At the same time, the cost of achiev-

x ing a "painless" beauty through a process that is

Big Town
25 min./ Color
Purchase $325

clearly, very painful and demanding seems ridicu-
lously . excessie. But perhaps not, ',This element of
doubt is what makes Beauty Knows No Pain a more
complexalthough not necessarily betterfilm than
Up, Over, and Bang, which simply emphasizes the
distasteful nature of drill without its mitigating attrac-
tiveness. d. Elliott Erwitt, 1971, Benchmark Films, Inc.

Two segments of this study of greater New'York
City effectively comment upon women's issues. Both
are set in Scarsdale, where the upper-middle clasS is
the target of barbed satire.

Commuters is a marvelous cinematic example of the
power of a simple idea, forcefully expressed. At the
railroad station linking Manhattan to Scarsdale, the
commuting executives dash into city bound trains, as
if automated, an impression subtly underscored by
dance music on the soundtrack. In contrast, the in-
bound train releases an equal number of black
women on the opposite platform, who shuffle in slow
motion to their jobs as househc:d domestics, pre-
sumably in the homes of the executives. The film's
central image implies the "railroading" of both sets
of commuters into their particular social slots.

hi ;'oga, disaffected Scarsdale wives attempt to elle-,
viate depression with weekly yoga lessons. While ex-
ercising, the intonations of the instructress are inter-
rupted by the voiced-over doi-nestic and personal
concerns of her studerk. Going literally frOm the
sublime to the ridiculous, or at least to the sad, the
wives reveal their inabilities to cope with leisure and
the pebuliar pressures of suburban life. Yoga seems
to be just another filler of time, like the beauty parlor,
for these pathetic and vapid social specimens. d. El-
liott Noyes, Jr. and Claudia Weill, 1973, Texture Films
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Frankenstein In A Fishbowl
43 min./ Color
Purchase $450

Happy Mother's Day
26 min./ B & W
Purchase $150

A fittingly gruesome documentary about plastic
surgery, which exposes the high cost (in both money
and human suffering) of an obsession with physical
beauty. The experiences of the two very different
women are shown as they make the deasion to un-
dergo surgery, lie on the operating table, recover in
the hospital and at home7The film is unsparing, al-
though appropriately so, in its show of detail of
actual surgery.

The two patients are both forty-four years old .and
products of a culture that ostracizes aging and un-
attractive women, caging them in the exclusively
asexual roles of mottter- and spinster. Millie, a work-
ing class mother, has aged badly. She submits to
both a face lift 'and "peel procedure" with the en-
couragement of her husband, an unkempt man him-
self, who Millie says, "hates mc when I look ugly."
Anna, an affluent divorcee with a "jet set" ethic, is
already attractive but terrified by the small imperfec-
tions that intimate mortality. She has a finy bump on
the bridge of her nose removed and indicates in the
closing moments of the film that she will return for a
second operation.to streamline her chin.

There is a post-operative note of both immediate sat-
isfaction and deeper, existential dissatisfaction on
the part of both women that suggests few of their
problems will be solved through the surgeon's knife.
Further, even as they approach their physical ideals,
their quest is ironically undercut by their horrific ap-
pearance in the weeks before the completion of their
healing, by the pain they have endured, and by the
techniques of mutilation involved in the procedure of
surgery. d. Barry Pollack, 1973, Time/Life Films

Concerns the birth of the Fischer quintuplets lat
1963 and its effect on both the Fischer family and the
prairie town of Aberdeen, South Dakota. The docu-
mentary is a superb satire on the conflict between
the Ame'rican worship of motherhood andofamily and
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the commercial needs of a capitalist ,society. It can
be perceived and used both as a social commentary
in the wider sense and as a women's film about the
exploitation of a remarkable mother.

Probably few people were less prepared for a "mir-
acle" than the Fischers, a family of seven living in
isolation on a farm. Ms. Fischer had not worn a store-
bought dress since her engagement. Mr. Fischer,
who had a town job in addition to his farm work, kept
a Model-T Ford as, his only luxury. When the quints

-arrived, their mother insisted: "They're never going
to be on display to anyone as far as I'm concerned."

Aberdeen businessmen, however, had other plans.
Meetings were held to,determine how best to exploit
the Fischer family so that the town Might benefit com-
mercially. Plans even included building a hall for the
purpose of exhibiting the quints to tourists.

Much of the film documents the techniques the busi-
nessmen use to.soften up the taciturn, but increas-
ingly overwhelmed Ms. Rscherluncheons, parades,
shopibing sprees, attention from the press. When, in
particular, the camera pans over the huge front lawn
of the Fischer farmhOuse covered with gifts donated'4

by town merchants, the outlandish absurdity of the
situation is exposed. d. Richard Leacock and Joyde
Chopra, 1,964, Pennebalser, Inc.

An extreme devastating male fantasy about the
nature of Woman that is worth tiewing in the spirit of
knowing one's enemy. It is recommended as a pro-
vocative co-feature in a program of films presenting
o positive view of women.

La Belle Cerebra le
(The Beautiful Thinker)

14 rnin./ Color
Purchase $190

A beautiful, naked artist's modeHounges in a near
stupor on a bed while, in the background, two men
are heard discussing a number of violent incidents.
They anticipate a shoot-out with a rival gangster who
is approaching the room ,and wonder if the model'
can be used as a decoy. The woman waits passively,
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revealing little emotion, while several common . but
suggestively erotic ob'lects like fruit, jewels, flowers,
a wig, move actively over her body. Falling asleep,
she dreams of becoming increasingly disjointed (in
prismatic images) while dancing frantically to a rock
score. She is awakened by the shoot-out, during
which she appears to experience an orgasm.

The production is technically stunning, distinguished
by superior graphics, ahirnation, and many tech-
niques of spacial interest to the student of experi-
mental film. d. Peter Foldes, 1972, Films, Inc.

Queen Of Apollo A polished satire about debutantes in New Or-
12 min./ Color leans. Possibly, an unenlightened audience might

Purchase $150 not see the ironic intent of the film, which uses
cinema verité style without explanatory 'harration.
Audiences sympathetic to the women's movement
will find in the film a hilariously quaint ideal of fern-

- ininity Jhat should now be passé.

The focus is on the queen of the debutantns, who
preens for hours before her presentation at an exclu-
sive ,Mardi Gras ball. Thoroughly enjoying her role,
her fancy dress,- and the adoration of her relatives
and friends, she is no doubt experiencing the high
point in her life. The film leaves us with a gnawing
curiosity about how this young woman will survive
for the rest of her years once her debutante's crown
is removed. For all of the admittedly ironical joy of
the occasion, it is this underlying sadness and sense
of emptinets that gives the film its impact. d. Richard
Leacock, 1970, Pennebaker, Inc.

-0 Take Off -A sharmIng, whimsical play on the Idea_otastrip-
10 min./ B & W teaser "taking off" her clothes, her hair, her limbs,
Purchase $180 her face, her breasts, until her torso/asteroid flys out

to join the cosmos. Excellent special effects. d. Gun-
vor Nelson, Grove Press Film Division
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Up, Over, And Bang
10 min./ B & W

Purchase: Apply

An excellent example of the kind of film enter-
prising undergraduates can produce with minimal
.rasoorces. The subject is an apparently objective
look at- the girl's signal, corps of St. Patrick's Imperial
High School. When viewed ironically, however, it
makes an extraordlinary statement about our culture.
The kind of message coFrin-iunicated will depend en-
tirely on the bias of the iudience: a conservative
group will be reassured by the values presented; a
liberal or radical group will appreciate the ,implicit
satire.

The girls are shown in various stages of preparation
for a competitive drill, involving rote marching with
flags and rifles in paramilitairy fashion. On the sound-
track, °the coach is heard encouraging the girls to
submit to the harsh discipline and to develop the
"killer instinct" that fosters "excellence:" "St. Paul
says the body is the temple of your soul and if you
don't take care of your body it's the same as commit-
ting suicide. So we have tt) win. You broads are
best in the business." A strange and outrageous
blend of masculine ideals, military fantasies, and reli-
gious reinforceMent traps the unwitting girls in a
state of absolute regimentation reminiscent of
George Orwell's 1984. d. Angela Varela, 1971, Mar-
quette University

Miscelkrieous

One-of-a-kind films that do not fit into any of the
other categories are grouped here.- Some, like
Lavender, a single entry on lesbianism, wait for the
attention of film producers who have not yet recog-
nized the need for more on the subject. Others, like
Womanhouse are truly unique and defy categoriza-
tion.
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Anything You Want To Be A light-headed visualization of the conflict be-
81/2 min./ B & W tween the ambitious fantasies of a high schbol

Purchase $100 student and the limited career opportunities open to
her in reality. Despite a low-budget look, the film
uses simple devices and clever effects to convey its
message lorcefully.

The student, who is continually told she can be "any-
thing you want to be," campaigns for class president
and is voted class secretary, walks into her school's
guidancetoffice for advice about becoming asfoctor
and walks out in -the uniform of a nurse, finds her
political book changed into a cookbook, unwittingly
uses her knowledge of chemistry to prepare infant
formula, discovers her graduation cap replaced by a
bridal veil. Standit before a mirror, she sees herself
rapidly_transformed into the many hackneyed stereo-
types of conventional womanhoodwhat she least
wants,to be. d. Liane Brandon, 1971, The Eccentric
Circle Cinema Workshop

Back To School, Back To Work An excellent tool intended as a stimulus for a dis-
20.min./ Color cussion of the opposition a wife and mother may
Purchase $250 face if she decides to return to school or work. The

American Personnel and Guidance Association pro-
duced the film in conjunction with a guidebook that
supplements both film and discussion. The film may
be stopped, as indicated, at appropriate. intervals for

-
- audience participation.

The audience is asked to imagine itself as a wife
Who has just antidunced her decision to return to
college or work. Actors and actresses assume the
roles of husband and girlfriend who raise both subtle
and outright objections to these career plans. The
film is divided into ten vianettes, the first half dealing
with objections to school and ,the second, with work.-
These range from queStions of the wife's ability, at-
tacks on her femininity, threats to her family's well-
being, and challenges to the possibility of 'career
rewards. Most arguments are clever and quite pro-
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Black Woman
52 min./B &W
Purchase $265

The Bill Of Rights In Action:
Women's Rights

22 rnin./ Color
Purchase $295

"Daddy Don't Be Silly":
A Case For Equal Rights

28 min./ Color
Purchase $315

vocative. The onUs is on the audience to provide an
equally clever defense of the wife's position. d Joan
pearimar?_0973, American Personnel end Guidaoce
ASsociation

From the television series Black Journal featuring
performances by bleck female artists and discus-
sions by black feminists. The film is especially sig-
nificant as the only attempt to date to deal exclusively
with the special problems of black womanhood. The
spectrum of opinion represented, from conservative
to radical, is an accurate reflection of blam feminist
thought as it had evolved in 1970, when the film was
produced.

The discussion segmenG of the film are particularly
revealing. In one, a group composed of black com-
munity leaders, political actiVists,, and media person-
alities argue about such questions as, is there a
black matriarchy? Should black women remain sub-
servient to bolster fhe egos of black men? How can
black women deal with the problems of black chil-
dren and the problems created by drugs? In another
effecfive segment, Lena Home dispusses her past
identification with her "whitened" screen image and
her present identifi,cation with the anger of young
black women. d. Stan Lathan,,.1970, Indiana Univer-
sity Audio-Visual Center

Stiff acting and vapid scripting cripple the narra-
tive of a black high school girl who brings her strug-)
gle to join the boys' swim team to court. d. Bernard
Wilets, BFA Educational Media

The Bill Moyers journal episode on the Equal
Rights Amendment, one of the series Of Moyers
documentaries produced for public television. The
film was made early in 1974,, after Congress passed
the Equal Rights Amendment in 1972 but before state
ratification procedures had been completed.:.The
purpose of the film is to inform the audience of the
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Growing Up Female:
As Six Beaome One

60 min./ B & W
Purchase $375

history and function.of the Amendment and, through
interviews, to present opposing sides of opinion
about it.

The title of the episode is taken from Bill Moyers'
daughter's response to his question about whether
she should become a doctor rather than a nurse. The
incident becomes a symbol for the cultural attitudes
that tend to discriminate against women, attitudes the
Nnendment would correct. For instance, a former
suffragette, Judge Eurnita Matthews, desCribes many
of the preverse le ws that have affected- women's
financial and political status. A mathematician who
was rejected by the Air, Force because of her, physi-
cal appearance talks about the Amendment's appli-
cation to the- military. A widower raising his son
hopes ratification would allow him to collect' the
social' security benefits paid for by his wife. A high
school girl who cannot join the boy's swim team be-
lieves the ERA would end discrimination against

\women in sports.

The voices of those opposing the ERA are heard in
fooiage from the debate in the State Legislature of,
Maine and in a discussion held by concerned men
and women from Long Island. They fear ratification
would upset family structure, allow government inter-
ferences in child raising, change protective laws for
women, and bring about an "unnatural equality" of
the sexes, 1974, Indiana University Audio-Visual
Center

One of the best statements about the social condk
tioning of women, drawn from a close, detailed study
of six individual girls and women of different ages.
The voices of each individual, and those of the peo-
ple who guide or force them into standard roles,
reveal the subtle constrictions'placed on the growth .

of the American girl. Yet, life pulsates in each of the
girls and women interviewed. The chance to salvage
what is most valuable and most vulnerable about
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;ent at every age; that it is not salvaged
and social tragedy.

a .the youngest, we see a four-year-old
tiated from the boys by her nursery
ler. An eleven-year-old on the brink of
lity must sacrifice her equally strong
,mpete with' boys. A black girl taking a
, course in high school is taught to be
o men. A twenty-one year old secretary
rs herself "hip" is manipulated by adver-
at promise -the "illusion of freedom." A
licated black mother of the same age al-
stands the differeke between illusion
n an underprivileged environment. And
-old housewife and mother of three girls,
illusions at allonly frustration, discour-
Id anger. d. Julia Reichert and James
New Day Films

ation film made for high school stu-
references to women's rights. A direct,
istic explanation of birth control meth-
-nay need very slight updating or occa-
..:tion) is given in an informal setiing, in

of teenagers of both sexes who 'may
Is or comment._ A frank discussion de-
t the responsibilities of boys and girls
al experiences. The girls, in particular,

deeply personal remarks about vir-
of orgasm, sexual etiquette, and female

The boys say little, but seem quite
sharing the girls' impatience with sexual
Abortion, it should be noted, is only

rice in passing. d. Bobby Friedman and
ord, Texfure

ny, animated film that makes its point
es. Set in a church, although the mes-
fersal, a female figui'e with a foreign
)lains that the language of the service



speakg only- of "man" and "sons." Her male com-
panion explains, 'man' includes 'woman': too, and
'son' includes 'daughter.' " Accepting his definition
literally (as a foreignermetaphorically a woman
would accept the word of a nativemetaphorically.-
a man), She attempts' to enter the 'church's .rnen's'...
room and is immediately included out! DesPite its
brevity, this is a film that succinctly suggests a theory
of the sexist bias of language and its effect on Social
values. d. Sharon Neufer Emswiler, 1973, Mass Me- ,

dia Ministries

Lavender A slow-Moving celebration of a leiblan couple'a
13 min./ Color relationship.. The film'S studied attempt .to capture'
Purchase $170 lyrical moinents-,L-an embrace in the snow, fun at

dinner, caressing in front of the TVseems poSed
_and uneonvincing. For an audience that mUst be '
coddled into an acceptanCe of the mere sight of
lesbians holding hands and showing physical affec-.
tion 'tor each other, the film may serve a purpose. .

After the initialshook of seeing uninhibited lesbians..
on screen, -their continued embracing becomes' just
as tedious in this film as it does in ebuelly uninspired
films about heterosexual couples. But perhaps that is
the point the director wishes to make.

The main interest of the film is carried entirely by
the soundtrack, on which the twO women tell the!r
storieS and define their relationship. Their romance.
appears to be very insular, with little or no worn for
outside involvements: In 'this; they are strangely
reminiscent of Victorian women, whose independent
interests were sacrificed for a total commitment to
kinder and kitchen. On the positive 'Side, the tender-
ness of the lesbians for each other is a, compelling
lesson in how human beings of either sei .should
treat one,another. d. Colleen Monahan, 1972,, Pererf-

,
nial Education, Inc.



Masculine Or Feminine::
Your Role In Society

.181/2 min./ Color or B & W
Purchase: Apply

We Do! We Do!
12 min./ Color

Purchase $110

A cleverly edited psycho-sociological review of
sexual roles that resemble films with similar content
produced in the early 1960's. ft shows no awareness

- of the existence of,the worrien's movement, but does
provide insight inio the first stirrings of disconient
with the sexist attitudes of the 1960's and before; ,

. Psychologist Fred McKinney theorizes about the cul-
tural changes that robbed men of their biologically.-
determined role. Only athletes and soldiers, he feels,
have the outlets for phYSical violence that once sig-
nified manhood. With women-performing masculine
tasks and men performing some traditionally femi-
n!ne tasks, men are forced to acknowledge a "sensi-
tive side" to their natures.

A construction worker, a suburban housewife, a
co-ed, an executive reveal their confusion about the
new sexual norms. Their most conservative ideas
unconsciously reflect fears of the 1950'S aggres'givé
woman ("Momism"), While their more radical state-
menfs reflect the new feminism of the late 1960's.and
the 1970's. d. J. William Walker, 1971, Coronet Films

A vapid, stylized take-Off on a wedding ceremony
rapidlyintercut with vignettes qffering a pessimistic
appraisal of marriage. The vi nettes include a di-
vorce hearing in a mock cou oom, a boxing match
for marital fights, distorted sexual advice from a vari-
ety of wedding guests; a stag party featuring the
groom in a coffin, and a maddened computer that
'spews divorce statistics and-entangles the wedding
couple in tape. In the end, the couple defy the
threats, doubts, warnings and suggestions by going
through with the ceremony, perversely encouraged at
the last moment by all the guests. But the point is lost
by a failure of pacing and by overblown theatrics that
succeed in making everyone and every idea look
silly. d. Bruce Baker:1970, Franciscan Communica-
tions Center



WomanhoUse
50 min../ Color

Purchase $575

in 1972, Judy Chicago and the students of the
California Institute of Arts transformed_ a _seventeen-
room mansion named "Womanhouse" into an en-
vironmental art piece. The house remained open to
tourists for a year. Johanna Demetraka's film dodu-
m3nts the achievement which was Womanhouse: a
specifically female art-form functioning as a personal
and social expression and, significant statement
about the "longings, fears, and dreams'women have
as they cook, sew; and iron their lives away."'
Womanhouse may be the.best vehicle yet for de-
scribing that complex of thoughts and emotions
called female consciousness.

Thefilm is compoSed of four interCut elements: shots
Of various rooms in the house, the reactions of tour:-,
ists, the artists in a rap session on the night the
house clOsed, and a number of th tre pieces per-
formed in the house under the di ection of "Judy
Chicago.

The main focus of interest, however, is on the house
and its often witty, often disturbing decor: a pink
'kitchen yhere breast-shapeid fried eggs stud the

''walls and ceiling; bookshelves covered with orderly
rowS Of lipstick cases; the lacy b.edroom where one
of the artists epends hours;preening before a mirror;
'the nude mannequin stepping out of a linen 'closet;

,

"menstruation bathroorn";.,thej:narsery withiits floor-
toceiling rocking horse ;. the sand sculpture of an'
aging woman in a batrityb. While much of the cre-
ative insPiration is dran from', surrealism .and the

. pop7aitniovementi the lavish attention to, minute de-
tail Suggests,a fernale aesthetic. The remirkable ef-
.:tect of .the,house come's;, in Part, frorn;the contrast

: betweerfthe shockingly anti-traditional fantasie'S end
their.eiecutionthrOugh the uSe;,of:'Such intricate and

'IraditionalFy:fernale crafts:,:ag 'enibroidery, needle-
point baking,- decogating=,-and the..'USe: of such
traditiona0. female Materials as lace, satin, fdathers.

o



Women, Amen!
15 min./,Color

Purchase t,195

The theatre pieces cornment on the biological Ind
c'ultural traps that have repressed women and have
created "Womanhouse." Skits include a monologue
inferring a2comparison between a bad drug trip and
an oppressed woman; a simulated birth; a satirization
of sexual differentiation through use of oversized
erotic props; and the recitation of a compelling-
poem, called Waiting, about the wasted lives of
women. d. Johanna Demetraka, 1973, Visual Re-
sources, Inc.

An uninspired but serviceable considersition of the
impact of the women's movement on churches. The
rationale for the increased participation of women
in the traditionally male domains of church affairs
rests on a single theological pointthat the Hebrew
word for God, Elohim, is without specific gender.
Supported by the suggestion that God may be as
much Jemale as male, one young married woman
with "ideas for creative worship services" becomes
an activist in her local church. She organizes-a con-
sciousness-raising group and a baby-sitting coop-
erative, reconstructs her own marriage, and finally
enters a seminary with /the aim of _becoming a min-
ister. Meanwhile, the older women lobby church
officials to.appoint a woman to the Board of Trustees
and otherwise involve women in decision-making
procedures.

A generous interpretation could apply the achieve-
ments of these church women to the possibilities of
the women's struggle in wider areas of contemporary
society. But the film remains most meaningful to an
audience with a stake in modernizing the churph
community. d. Marianna Norris, 1973, United Meth-
odist Communications
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How To Make A Woman
58 min./ Color
Purchase $595

Part 2: Film Notes from EMC One-73

These additional film annotations are selected from
the article Women On Film which appeared in EMC
ONE-73, University of California, Berkeley. The au-
thor, Anne Bishop, is a teacher in the Berkeley Uni-
fied School District, tias worked with the Women's
Task Force of the Berkeley Public Schools, and has
been active in the Bay Area women's movement
since 1969.

Sociatiiation

How To Make A Woman is actually a filmed play
which dramatically depicts the obstacles a woman
must overcome to create her own identity. It is fast-
paced, propagandistic, and mercilessly -satiricaL in -

the manner of "Marat Sade." The basic story line
consists of two men trying to mold a pair of women
into submissive, stereotyped roles; each role being
symbolized by an appropriate "dress." It is an ex-
tremely provocative film; it directly challengei the
viewer to examine the forces shaping a woman's
self-image, and it illuminates many of the subtle
strategems used by men to gain control of personal
and sexual relationships. The film's main drawbacks
are its length, as it is difficult to sustain its intensity
for an hour, and its occasional shrillness, which will
undoubtedly put off many viewers, especially those
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Schmeerguntz
15 min./ B & W
Purchase $210

After The Vote:
Notes From Down Under

21 min./ B &V,'T
Purchase $225

The Woman's Film
45 min./ B & W

Purchase: Apply

not particularly sympathetic to the ideas of the
Women's Movement. It does not try to persuade but
rather to. confront. 1972, Polymorph Films

Schmeerguntz is an independently, made experi-
mental film by two women, Gunvor Nelson..and Doro-
thy Wiley. Produced in 1964, preceding the current
Women's Movement, .it has an especially strong im-
pact. It uses a rapid-fire series of images to contrast
the romantic, 'glamorous ideal of womanhood :n the
media, in advertising, and in beauty contests with the
reality of women's role as housewife and mother
the discomfort and sickness of pregnancy, the te-
dium and filth of child care, and the dull routine of
housecleaning. This is a very powerful and satirical
statement, and will riot be liked by everyone. Never-
theleSs, it will be useful for the audience that needs
to be speedily yet sensitively awakened to the reality
of womari's existence. d. Gunvor Nelson and'Dorothy
Wiley, 1964, Serious Business Company

Atter The Vcqe: Notes From Down Under done in
documen-a." style, is Mainly about Canadian women,
but it is applicable to womentin the United States as

ell. It discusses the social forces that shape the
self-conceptions of women,' as well as women's roles
and job discrimination. d. Bonnie Kreps, 1972, Odeon
Films, Inc.

The Woman's Film made by an all-woman crew,
exposes the reality of the day-to-day lives of poor
and working-class .women, including blacks and
Chicanos. A numEier of women tell their own stories
to the camera, relating how they discoyered the dif-
ferences between wharthey had been raised to be-
lieve and what they found to be true: The film also
shows how increased awareness of their situation
led several of them tci become involved in the
Women's Movement, community and welfare groups,
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and labor, struggles.. Although it has some technical
problems, this is an inspiring and extremely impor-.
tant film. 1971, Newsreel

Job Discrimination

51% 51% very superficially depicts the lack of manage-r
25 min./ Color ment opportunities for women as a group. Thp. pur-

Purchase $200 pose of this film is, according to its accompanying
literature ". .. to stimulate managers and supervisors
to provide additional authority and more equitable
treatment for women in business and industry," The.,
main thrust of the film, as the male narrator states,
not equality, but quality. Three WASPish women are
pictured as dissatisfied because they have some dif-
ficuy either in obtaining a promotion or in gaining
recognized status from fellow workers and adminis-
trators. The managers who supervise these women
are convinced that due to the "changing role of
women in society," they must themselves "examine
their own attitudes and prejudices about working
women." No such examination occurs in this 'film.
The myths about women's role in the, economy are
not Challenged, and there is no investigation into the
reasons why women as a group are primarily con-
centrated in subordinated positions such as secretary
(to someone), nurse (to someone), or, for that matter,
wife (t0-someone). The only hint 51% gives of the
edonomic realities fading women comes . in a few
pertinent statements, such as "She's making a lot of
moneyfor a woman." Indeed. The film concludes
by stating that to deny women upward mobility is
neither fair, nor legal, nor good business. One won-
ders why it is suddenly good business to promote
a small number of selected women! Since the as-
sumption that men are generally more valuable in the
work world (despite the potential of a few exceptional
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women), is never questioned,. it still holds sway at
the conclusion of this film. 1972, Robert Drucker 8t,
Company

What's The Matter With Alice? A second film concerned with job discrimination,
25 min./ Color What's The Matter With Alice? is even less capable
Purchase $350 of revealing why women are concentrated in low-

paying jobs. The film begins by stating, "This is a
film about career advancement and upward mobility."
It does not concentrate on women as a group, but
most of the people in the corporation being portrayed
are in fact given "equal opportunity" except a young
black woman, Alice. The filM touches on some rea-
sons for and against advancement, but- it does not
concern itself with equal opportunity for women per
se. Although the film suggests that there are hidden
assumptions in the minds of business administrators
and managers about who should or should not (or
cannot) advance, it never sufficiently reveals these
assumptions.

The corporation apparently has succeeded in re-
structuring jobs' and offering new placements for
most of its workers, but not -for an older black man
(who says he doesn't desire advancement), and
Alice, who is angry but not capable of adequately
expressing her anger. When her boss finally realizes
that he has caused her frustration by not allowing her
to advance, he does not realizenor does the film
7that a form of discrimination has forced her to re-
main immobile. The film concludes with a patronizing
scene between Alice as the office wife; and her boss
he sitting on her desk, smiling down, saying, "Now
what's the.matter . ." while knowing, yet being un-
willing to admit, that he has in large part caused
Alice to be stuck in an unrewarding position. This film
can be useful only if the audience is really willing to
try to answer the question the film's title asks. 1972,
Newsfilm, USA
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Childcare: People's Liberation
20 min./ B & W

Purchase: Apply

Child Care

An issue often raised by the Women's Liberation
Movement .is that of the need for child care. Films
that address themselves to the pro_ JrTIS of child care
are limited; much more work needs to be done in
this area. There is, however, one film that is partic-
ularly useful for demonstrating how mothers and
children can tie each other.down. Childcare: Peo-
ple's Liberation clearIV portrays the 'difficulties facing
women who attempt to carry on normal 'daily activi-
ties while caring for a child. It demonstrates that
those who' claim that child care breaks down family
structure and weakens the bonds of affection be-
tween parents and children are wrong.'In fact, it.sug-
gests the opposite by documenting the unburdening-
-both of parents and .childrenthat was the result
of the development of a community-run day-care
center.

This film is 'additionally valuable because it shows
how a group of parents worked together to develop
something that was worthwhile not only for them-
selves and their children but for an entire community.
In working with their neighbors to 'meet a common
need, they transformed their lives. This is a useful
film for studying women's traditional roleas mother,
because it demonstrates how alternative methods of
caring for children can begin to free women from
their rigidly defined position in the family as well as
in society. Although the freeing of a woman iS all too

,often viewed as an isolated event, separate from the
;male, the kind of child.:care center described in this

film also offers men a new concept of family and
community interaction. 1970, Newsreel
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Abortion And The La
54 min./ B & W
Purchase $250

Each Child Loved
39 min./Color

Purchase $225

I Am Somebody
30 min./Color

Purchase $360

Harriet Tubmun
And The Underground Railroad

54 min./ B & W
Purchase $360

Abortion

Abortion And The Law, 'originally dCBS News .spe-
cial, presents a wide range of views (predominantly
male) on this subject, mainlY from lawyers doctor's,
and cle,..gymer. Films such as this, with 'their "neu-
tral," dK,:' aprroach, make a good case for
legalizing :.;.or since factual evidence generally
points out the hypocrisy ot most present laws. (c)
1965, CarouSel FilmS

Each Child Loved, a film by Planned Parenthood,-
is eidremely uSeful because it exploresthe thoughts

'and feeling's, of an individual wornan'and shows her
with a counselor before, during, and after her abor-
tion. It is not an abstract film dealing with moral and
intellectual issues as much as it is a powerful record .

of one woman's experience. 1971, Planned Parent-
hood-World Population

Third World Women

Am Somebody documents how a group of black
female hospital workers won their struggle to obtain
higher wages and union recognition in South Caro-
line and depicts the interrelatedness of the struggles
of women, blacks, and workers. Also, the audience
is brought close to the, feelings of those involved
because the film is narrated by one of the workers.
d. Madeline Anderson, 1970, Contemporary/Mc-
Graw-Hill Films

Harriet Tubman And The Underground Railroad is
a historical portrait of a great and courageous black
woman. A suspenseful drama, this film depicts the
first of the 19 trips Harriet Tubman made into the
South to lead runaway slaves along the undergrOund
railroad to freedom in the North. Ruby.Dee plays the
lead role, and Ossie Davis and Ethel Waters are also
in the cast. 1964, Contemporary/McGraw-Hill Films
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Salt Of The Earth
94 min./ B & W

5-year Lease $795

Mariana
29 min./ Color
Purchase $260

Gerbrude Stein: When This
You See, Remember Me

89 min./ B & W
Purchase $935

Salt Of The Earth, a film dealing with ChicanOs,
shows how a Chicano miners' strike, which the
miners are on the verge of losing, is given new life
by the participation of the workers' wives. The fllm
is as much about the changing consciousness of the
women as it is about the strike, and it is probably the,
'most powerful statement on filrn' of the relationship

. of the Women's Movement ta the 'labor movement.
d. Herbert Biberman, 1954, Macmillan Films

Mariana is concerned with the quality of life for
women not only in another cultural group, but in an-
other country as well. A young woman who is actively..
working for women's rights 'and social change. in
Chile, Mariana is shown in her work at a day-care
center, inspecting working conditions in a factory,
and in herfree time as well. This UN production coh-
tains some footage of other Chilean women, but
somehow not enoughit is really a portrait of one
young, privileged wOrnan who cares. 1971, Contem-
.porary/McGraw-Hill Films

Portraits

Gertrude Stein: When This You See, Remember Me
is a film biography that shows a remarkable .woman
and describes her influence on early 20th-century
art. Although Gertrude Stein Was admittedly an ex-
ceptional woman, this film is especially noteworthy
because it shows that she was not locked into any
of the conventional female roles (except perhaps as
hostess). She did not conform in her relationships
with men, nor did she conform in her writing. She
was innovative in her art, and she searched for other
creative people who she felt were as original as she.
The film contains particularly interesting footage of
the paintings she collected, of other artists perform-
ing opera libretti she wrote, and old home movies
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Virginia Woolf:
The Moment Whole

10 min./ Color
Purchase $150

Maigaret Sanger
15-m1n./ B & W

Purchase $90

showing her, with friends and acquaintances. The au-
dience is given much insight into her personality, a
sense of the work for which she existed, and a
very real feeling of the era in which she lived. d.
Perry Miller Adato, 1972, Contemporary/McGraw-
Hill Films

Virginia Woolf: The Moment Whole, is another film
that explores the work of a female writer. This film
is narrower in focus than the one on Gertrude Stein
because it centers on a single area in Virginia Woolf's
writingher concept of woman. In her essay A
Room of One's Own, she wrote: "Young women . . .

you are, in my opinion, disgracefully ignorant You
have never made a discovery of any importance. You
have never shaken an empire or led an army into
battle. The plays of Shakespeare are not by yoU:and
you have never introduced a barbarous race to the
blessings of civilization. What is your excuse?"
"Woman's excuse" is precisely what is explored
through passages read by actres6 Marian Seldes-
from Virginia Woolf's diary, from A Room of One's
Own, and from her novel, The Waves. The film
presents, a selection 'of her feminist ideas and also
provides a sense of her writing in general. d. Janet
Sternberg, 1971, ACI Films, Inc.

Margaret 'Sanger, another valuable portrait. Nar-
rated by Katherine Hepburn, it documents the efforts
of a great woman to bring the benefits of family plan-
ning to women in the United, States and throughout
the world. A mother herself, Margaret Sanger well
understood the problems of having too many chil-
dren, and she fought fqr many years to educate
women and men to the considerations involved. In-
cluded in the film are old newsreel clips of dernon7
strations and marches that provide some historical
background to women's continuing struggle -against
the limitations of the role of mother. 1972, Contem-
porary/McGraw-Hill Films
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Social Change
And The American Woman

19 min./ B & W
Purchase $119

Women On The March:
The Struggle For Equal Rights

60 min./B&W
Purchase $410

Modern Women: The Uneasy Life
60 min./ B & W
Purchase $265

Historical Studies

Social Change And The American Woman starts
out well, with excellent historical footage, of the early
20th -ce ntu ry s Off rebeim civeiriient.-1r.geig--steadily
worse as it goes on, howeyer, and concludes with a
message along the lines of "You've come a long
way, baby!" Its reiteration of stereotyped female im-
ages is irritating as is its closing suggestion that
suburban motherhoodwas the ultimate fulfillment of
a century of struggle. 1967, Films Incorporated

Women On The March: The Struggle For Equal
Rights is similar, though better. It comes in two parts:
Part I traces the history of the Women's Movement
from Mary Wollstonecraft in 1792 and ends with the
victory of the suffrage movement after World War I.
It contains especially rich historical photographs and
news clips, and discusSes many of the important
women in the suffrage movement. The film gives the
impression, however, that the vote was granted be-
cause of women's cooperation in the war effort, thus
discounting the importance of the struggles it has
just shown. Part II of this film is very poor; it bogs
down in the role of women in Canadian government,
and is dull and dated. Both parts of this film were re-
leased by the National Film Board of Canada in 1958.
Obviously, the need for some excellent historical
films is acute. (c) 1958, Contemporary/McGraw-Hill
Films

Modern Women: The Uneasy Life is useful in_a 011'7
ferent way. It presents interviews with college-
educated women who discuss their feelings about
their lives and the alternatives open to them. The film
was made in the mid-'60's, before the Women's
Movement was widespread, and thus offers consid-
erable insight into the reasons why the Movement
appealed to women of this background. (c) 1966,
Indiana University Audio-Visual Center
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Choice:
Challenge For Modern Woman

30 min. (per title)/ B & W
Purchase (per title) $150

Many of the same commments apply to the.12-part
series entitled Choice: Challenge For Modern Woman-.
The main drawback of these films is .that they are
filmed panel;discussions, and although Several of the
topics and many of the participants are quite inter-
esting, for the Most part the films are pretty lifelesS.
They are useful to anyone doing research on the
attitudes of and abbut American women In the mid-.
'60's. 1966, ExtenSion Media Center



Advocates: On Abortion At Will
In Thefirst Twelve Weeks

57 min./ B & W/CS-2128
Purchase,$265/Rental $15.25

Anna Karenina
42 min./ B & W/KS-110

Rental $12.25

-Anne Sexton
30 min./ B & W/KS-279

Rental $9.50

Part 3: Films From The Indiana University
Audio-Visual Center

Advocates and opponents of legalized 'abortion
argue whether or not a woman has the right of self-
determination in having her own pregnancy terrni-
nated during the first three months. One view asserts :
that ready accessibility to .abortion would reduce the'
number of unwanted children. Studies Cited Show
that these children run a greater risk of .being socially
maladjusted or mentally, The, opposing side be-
lieves that the embryo is a human being, even though
it is not able to sustain life independently arid .that
women often only "think" they want an abortion.it
is emphasized that most abortions are sought by
married Women. For an evaluation of this film; see
Part 1: Film Notes, Section: Abortion. 1969

An abridged version of the film_ from the Tolstoy
novel, showing a Czarist Russian seciety of the late
nineteenth, century.. Describes the ill-fated romance
of Anna Karenina with Count Vronsky and the in-
evitable tragedy resulting from their defiance of 'con-
vention.

. .

Presents an Introduction to Anne Sexton and a
view of her poetry. Describes how she began writing
poetry and includes her reading Her Kind, Self in .

1958, Ringing the Bells, The Addict, Young, Those
Times, Little Girl, My String Bean, My Lovely Woman,.
and Live. 1966
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Art Of Marie Cosindas
29 rn:q1./ Color/RSC-720

Purchase $315/Rental $12.50
B & W/RS-720/Purchase $165

Rental $9.50

Back To School, Back To Work
\ 20 min/ Color/CSC-2456

. 'Rental $9.75

Barbara Linden
30 Min./ Color/RSC-s786

Purchase $315/Rental $12.50

Black Woman
52 min./ B & W/CS-2184

Purchase $265/Rental $14.00

Many of Marie Cosindas' color photographs are
presented along with comments of museum visitors,
art critics, and persons who have posed for her. Re-6'
actions of individuals at an exhibition Of her Polaroid
color photographs are candidly chosen. Ms. Co-
sindas discusses her photographs with critics and
photographers and later creates a still life. She is
also seen at work during two portrait sittings. Several,
of her subjects describe her quiet competency. An ;

-experimental film-clip of hers is shown. 1967

Ten vignettes present the problems faced by many
women making decisions to, undertake the dual role
of housewife-student or housewife-working woman.
Suggests dpposition which this undertaking may en-
counter. A tool for discussion to be used with a guide
available from the American Personnel and Guidance
Association. For an evaluation of this film, see Part.1:
Film Notes, Section: Miscellaneous. (American Per-
sonnel and Guidance Association) 1973 -

As Artistic Director of Theater Workshop, Boston,
'Inc., Barbara Linden has created a children's theater
which is a theater of experiences designed to in:-
volye' children totally with society and their environ-
ment. Barbara has trOken away from the traditional
theatrical forms andllkes children's theater because
the audience is not'preconditioned to what theater "is
supposed to be." Commenting between excerpts
from her production, Creation, she tells of her in-
volvement with both the theater and life. 1971 -

Poetess Nikki Giovannia, singer Lena Horne, Bibi
Amina Baraka (wife of -poet-playwright Leroi Jones), .

and other black women discuss .the role of black
'women in contemporary society and the problem's
they confront. Topics discussed include the relation-.
ship of black women to black men, black womek to
white society, and black women to the liberation
struggle. Lena Horne condemns the arrest of Angela
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Colette,
30 min./ B & W/KS-179

Rental $8.00

A Conversation
With Ingrid BergmEM

59=Mind B & W/KS-314
Purdhase $265/Rental $15.25

Crystal Lee Jordan
16 min:/Colo;

Purchase: Appo,.

DaddY Don't Be Silly/
A Case For Equz,, Rights

27 min./ eolor
Purchase $315

Davis- which.. she fears may be "a calculated geno-
cidal moVe . ."- There is . also singing by',Roberta
.Flack.'a danceoby Loretta Abbott, and poetry_by Nikki
Giovanni. F:or ap evaluation of..,(1his 'film, see Part 1:
Film Notes, 8sction: Miscellaneous. 1970

Firesents through flashback technique the, life
story of the famous author and actress, Collette; and
shows how many events influenced the writing of her
fifty books. Uses still pictUres and live photography
to portray her life:s experiences. introd;ice::: the -pbet,
Jean Cocteau, as one of her contemporaries. The
narration is done by Collette in French with English

. subtitles. (Audio liVandori.Films) 1950

Ingrid _,12- ergman is interviewed by Cecil Sniith,
drama critic of the Los Angeleg Times; she discuSses
how her childhood ambition to be an actress has
been fulfilled and the consequences of this fulfill-
ment. She begins by telHng of her apper;rance in
Eugene O'Neill's play More Stately Mansions and
then descjbes her first movie role and differences
among audiences, directors, and an actresS' ap-
proaches to different -Media. These subjects are part
of manS; reminiscence§ and' opinions expressed.
1967.

Peatures Crystal Lee Jotdan, a blue collar worker
in Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina and her coura-
geous efforts to unionize millworkers. Her husband
is completely supportive and even -her children are
involved in the struggle againsi economic dominbtidn
of the town by textile Manufacturer J. P. Stevens. For
an evaluation of this film, see Part 1: Film Notes,
Section: Portraits. 1974

Examines the current status ol the Equal Fjghts
Amendment and how its ratification would affect the
lives of individual men and women. Focuses on a few
specific cas4s of indMdualsa female athlte,
New Jersey vvildbwer, a young woman rejected by the
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o.-Je: Four Pioneer
B & W/RS-.se 1

u;,7'lly!;6$165/Rental $9:50

. . I
AirForce. Also'samples opinions of men and women
OOposecito the ERA. For an'evaluation of this film, see

1Part 1::Film Notes, Section; Miscellaneous. 1974

This film introduces the ifoui,major choreographers.
(Martha Graham, Doris:,Humphrey, Charles Weidman,
and H4nya*Holm) Who revolted against the conven.'

7 tions'of ballet to prOduce"Arnerican, modern dance.
Film 'clips and still photographs: taken in 1934 show
the d6ncers and their ie:actiers during the beginning
,day at Bennington College. Each' choreographer ex,
plains his, Or her vieW of the MeanIr dance should
have within the a(ts, by means of,:quotationi' from
recorded speeches made at, various times. At the
close there is a full production of Doris Humphrey's
Passacaglia by the American: dance theate at Lin-
coln Center in 1965: 1965

31 Min./ B & W'/RS-588
Rental $9.50

Daughter bf Changing Japan
31 min./ ColosIGSC-873

Rental' $12.50

Martha Graham discusseS the dancer aS a
artist as members of her dnce ComPany illUStrate-

.,:her theories in a dance crdated by Ms. Giaham.
Weaves into the movements of the dance all the
basic techniques reqUired by the mdclern' dancer.
(WQED-TV; Rembrandt Filrne) 1957

0

Tells the story of one day hi the life ota Japanese.
;girl caught between the conflicting social patterns or,!

her tradition-oriented parents and her increasing'
adoption of.Western ideas. Her 'parents have planned

:anarranged marriage," but her new personal free-
dom ancr the neW role of Japanese women have
made her determined to marry another young man
whorn,she loves. Her resolution of the conflict is not
disclbsed, :(Cressey; Almanac Films, Inc.) 1959

Elizabeth: The Queen Eicplores the character of Queen Elizabeth I and-
Who Shaped An Ageo dramatizes heri role in leading England to becorne

27 min./ ColortOSC-2403 'therichest, most Powerful nation in the world. Shows
Rental 514 do her reluctance bOth to legislate against the practice

of Catholicism and te sign the execution order
against hor coil-sin, Mary Queen of Scots. Summa-

.- ,
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The Face Of Sweden:
The Expressive Society

29 min./ B & W/NET-2543
Rental $6.75

The Pine! Hours. Of Joan Of Arc
2 6 min./ B & W/CS-901

Rental $9.00

Geitrude Stein: When This
You See, Remember Me, Part 1.

, 31 min./Color/RSC-847
Rental $13.00

Gertrude Stein: When This
You See, Remembei Me, Pail 2.

30 min:/ Co'or/RSC-848
Rental $13.00

rizes and interprets England's struggle and eventual
victory over Spain. (John Secondari Prod.; Learning
Corporation of America) 1970

Focuses upon actress Ingrid Thulin and producer-
directoi Ingmar Bergman. Shows Ms. Thulin at home
and at work as she comments upon the acting pro-
fession in Sweden. Presents background to the de-
velopment of Bergman. Contains scenes from some
of his work, including Winter Light in which Ms. Thu-
lin played.the leading female part. 1963

Uses a dramatized, "on-the-scene" news type of
interviewing and documentary reporting to present
the story of the triai of Joan of Arc and how,.she was
burned .at the stake fix refusing to deny the story
she had told. Portrays various attitudes of the day
and shows some of the hardships Joan had .to suf-.
fer at the hands of her captors. 1956

Introduces American-born author Gertrude Stein
and describes her first years in Paris at the turn
of the century, focusing on her relationship with the
early modern .art painters of Montmartre. Uses still
photographS and interviews with many of the author's
friends torrecreateAhis. e?rly, bjograPhy. Gives ex-
amples of Gertrkle's early' p6etrjr-and, Shd4 the'
similarity between the form of these verses and the
form of early modern art. For an evaluation of this
film, see Part 2: EMC Film Notes, Section: Portraits.
(NET; McGraw-Hill Films) 1970

Covers the middle years, centering around World
War I, in the biography of Gertrude Stein and de-
scribes how she worked with simple, single words.
Compares her style of work, which received much
adverse criticism, to the cubist movement in art. Re-
lates her meeting with Picasso before the war, her
work as a self-appointed relief agency during the
war, and her meeting with Hemingway after the war.
Notes that Gertrude disciplined Hemingway in the
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Gertrude Stein: When This
You See, Remember Me, Part 3.

28 min./ Color/RSC-849
Rental $12.00

Girls In Danger
26 min./ B & W/RS-620

Rental $8.75

. Good Earth
42 min./B & W/KS-68

Rental $10.50

Grandma Mose4;
22 min./Color/RSC-231

Rental $9.25

use of words. For an evaluation of this film, see Part
2: EMC Film Notes, Section: Portraits. (NET; Mc-
Graw-Hill Films) 1970

Covers the latter years in the biography of Ger-
trude Stein including scenes of her opera, 4 Saints
in 3 Acts, and an interview wi:h its composer. In-
corporates live footage of her trip to America, where
she became friendly with Bennett Cerf and ThOrnton
Wilder. Describes Gertrude's relationship with her
servant/companion Alice B. Toklas, whose auto-
biography the author wrote. Presents the NBC radio
program she gave while visiting her native country.
For an evaluation of this film, see Part 2: EMC Film
Notes, Section: Portraits. (NET; McGraw-Hill Films)
1970

Features a cavalcade of ladies in distress, ranging
from Mae Marsh in peril during caveman days;
through Gloria Swanson being tied to railroad tracks
by Wallace Beery, to Leatrice 'Joy menaced with...
death in.-the jazz age. (Sterling Educational Films)
1960

An abridged version of the feature picture which
emphasizes the agricultural philosaphy of the Chi-
pese people and their dependence on the land for
subsistence2Scenes which depict the development
of the farm as a family project with the wife .and chil-
dren participating; 1h the economic effect on the
farm*, communith, -hen years of famine. come; and

the suc::: 3tUril to the farm after yews of
famine have.pa _oews.edited by Teaching Filre
'Cligtcdia.nT ;,,corporated) -I937

ShoWs GTandma Moses' nle as:an old lady and ai
an' arlist. Her earlier ,ife, which she often portrays in
her- paintings, desibed by the commentator,
ilschibeld Macleish, as her paintings are shown. Pic-
iures her at work, and points up her technique of aP-
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Gwendolyn Brooks
30 min./B & W/KS-304

Purchase $165/Rental $9.50

Helen Keller
16 min./Color/KSC-354

Rental $9:75

Helen Tamiris
In Her Negro Spirituals
16 min./ B & W/RS-593

Rental $5.50

History
29 min./ B & W/CS-1300

-'"orchase $165/Rental $9.50

plying paint. Many examples of her paintings are
shown on the screen. (Falcon: Film Images) '1950

An introduction to the poetry and personality of
Gwendolyn ks and the Chicago environment
which providec , sources for most of her materials.
Ms. Brooks reads several of her poems; each reci-
tation is accompanied by scenes of the people or
locale described by the poems. Between poetry
readings she describes her method of working, the
things she finds most pleasant in life, and the th:i
winning the 1950 Pulitzer Prize for poetry. 1966

Uses Helen Keiler's own words to give en overvi
of her life and that of her teacher, Annie
Dramatizes Helen's early childhood, and inclu,". .1

learning how to read and write, play and' laugh. Lie-
plots through still shpts, Helen's life as a lecturer,
writer, teacher, innovator, and friend of the famous.
.(McGraw-Hill Films) 1969

Illustrates modern dance as exeniplified "by Negro
. spirituals. t. Tamiris creates her dances to the

familiar spirituals Swing Low, Sweet Chariot, Go
Down Moses, and Get on Board Lil' Children. Muriel
Rahn, soprano, and Eugene Brice, baritone, accom-
pany Ms. Tamiris. (Nagtam; McGraw-Hill Films) 1959

Mention the 1920's, says Dr. Dodds, and a whole
chain of images is evoked: raucous jazz, champagne
baths, John Held flappers, gang killingsin short,
an era of rampant, glamorous decadence. The frantic
thrill-searching of the "lost generation" takes on a
.somewhat different flavor when described by the
pens of HemingWay, Fitzgerald, and other Left Bank
expatriates. The'small Aown, its traditions and man-
ners still relatively untouched, presents still an,,ther
picture of the decade. Each of these represents an
alternate truth about the times. Therefore, Dr. Dodds

-.says, it is only when we view history from many van-
tage points that we are able to achieve an undis-
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torted, objective account and gain a perspective that.
avoids the pitfalls of our cherished stereotypes.
(WTTW) Distributed by Indiana University Audio-
Visual Center.

, I Am Some:Nody Documents the story of ti i successful Aitr.1

30 min./ Color/CSC-2208 workers' strike of 1969 in Charleston, Sou... ill4.:-
Rent:71 $14.00 °line, in order to form an AFL-CIO affiliatea

Uses some news film footage to show certain events
during the strike and explains the probiem from the
point of view of the low-paid, black hospitai workers.
Interviews many of the persons involved and many
of the national figures.who came to their'aid, inclUal-
ing Ralph Abernathy (Southern Christian Leadership
Conference), Leon David (Head of Local 1199, New
York, Drug and Hospital Workers, AFL-CIO), Coretta
King, and Bill Kircher (National official, AFL-CIO).
For an evaluation of this film,. see Part 2: EMC Film
Notes,. Section: Third World Women. (AFNV; Mc-
Graw-Hill Films) 1970

In The Name Of Allah The culture, vision, history, and scriptures of the
76 B & W(CS-2124 religion of Islam are examined by looking closely at

'Purchase $330/Rental $18.00 all aspects of life in the Muslim community of Fez,
Morocco. The Koran, as brought forth by Mo-
hammed, is the guide to all human experience 'and
value. But, like other religions,. Islam is suffering
,::ontradictions in a modern material world.. Captured
on fiim are the events of circumcision, bargaining for
a wife, confirmation, marriage, and the ceremonies
and rituals surrounding ,each event. 1970

. Included. Out An animated film which eXplores male chauignism
2 min./ bolor: in the Christian church. Views Christian terminology
Rental $4..75 . through the eyes of a woman from another culture

and suggests a theory of the sexist bias of langue
and its effect on social values. For an evaluatiof, of
this film,. see Part 1: Film Notes, Section: Misceilar,e-
ous. (Mass Media Ministries) 1973

8 8
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Indian Family Of Long Ago
14 min./ Color/CSC-960

Rental $8.50
B & W/CS-960/Rental $6.75

1st* Dinesen
29 rnin./B & W/NET.-2599

Rental $6.75

Jane Kennedy--7To Be Free
27 min./ Color/CSC-2440

Purchase $315/Rental $12.50

Japan's New Family Patterns
15 min ./ Color/GSC-1030

Rental $8.00

'fella the story of the Siouilndian buffalo hunters
who roamed the great western plains Of the United
States more than 200 years _ago. Shows Red Horn
and his family as they join the rest of their tribe which
is preparing for the first big buffalo hunt of the sea-
son. Depicts the men hunting for buffalo and the
women putting up teepees, cooking, and making
clothing as the children play games. Pictures the
women cutting up the meat and hanging it On poles
to dry. Discusses how the men educate the boys
and the women instruct the girls in their needed
skills. (EBF; Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Corporation)

Presents interview with famous Danish author of
Seven Gothic Tales and Out of Africa. Features her
comments on the similarities and differences be-
tween poetry and story-telling. Surveys er writing
techniques and closes as she relates one .of her
tales. 1956

Jane Kennedy, a Chicago nurse, put her personal
freedom in jeopardy taking part in civil rights
marches and antiwar demonstrations to protest in-
human attitudes and treatment. While Jane explains
her belief that people are not powerless, she is seen
marching. for better schools and better housing for
blacks and participating in protests against the Vietr
nam ar. Imprisoned for her activities, Jane 'de-
scribes our penal system and its dehumanizing effect
on prisoners and prison personnel. For an evaluation
of this film, see Part 1: Film Notes, Section: Portraits.
1972

Contrasts the life of members of tha Nakamora
family of today with the typical Japanese family of
pre-World War II. Pcints out tnat the greatest changes
ha-e (curred in relation-to the role of girls and
women and indicates the difficulty the older women

8 9
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JournalismMirror, Mirror
On The World?

52 min./ B & W/IS-636
Purchase $265/Rental $14.00

Louisa May Alcott
18 min./ B & W/KS-138

Rental $7.75

Madelyn
29 min./ Color/CSC-2386_

Purchase $315/Rental $12.5e"

Malawi: The Women
14 min./ Color/GSG-1336

ReMal $8.50.

have in adjusting to the rapid changes..Shows typical
daily life of each member of the family. (Holt, Rine-
hart and Winston) 1962

In this film, the Public Broadcast Library examines
the diverse media coverage given to the Jeanette
Rankin Brigade demonstration in Washington, D.C.
on January 15, 1968. Led by former Congresswoman
Jeanette Rankin,' who voted against entry into both
world wars, three thousand women belonging to
wide .Variety of civic and religious groups, marched
peacefully through Washington and petitioned Con-
gress to end the Vietnam. war. Several news stories
on the event are presented and defendeekby the edi-
tors and reporters representing the news services
concerned. Joseph Lyford, journalism professorat
the University of California, comments on deficien- .

cies in the coverage. 968

Tells the story of Louisa May Alcott,'with emphasis
on her writings and her lifelong self-sacrifice in car.;
ing for her family. Shows her also in.the role, of Civil
War nurse and participant in reform movements.
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation)

Prominent atheist Madelyn Murray O'Hair explains
her beliefs as cameras follow her from her office to
a speech at Tulane University and, finaiiy. .to her
Texaszharne, As a staunch -and controversial advo-
cate for the separition of church and state, Ms.
O'Hair speaks of the tax laws benefiting church own-
ership of property. While, working in her flower
garden, she- relates her experience of having been
taken, at gunpoint, ornu a plane when forced to leave
Mexico.. She 3lso gives her views on women's libera-.
tion, "hippie._ and other subjects. 1970

Views the lives of three women, each from a dif-
ferer,: stratum of society with its specific life style.
Observes the daHy activities of a village womanwho,
because m ; of the men work in the city, must

9 0
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Margaret Mead's
NevtGuinea.Journal

90 min./ Color/CSC-1967
Purchase $665/Flantal $27.00

B & W/CS-1967/Purchase $360
Rental $21.00

Marian Anderson
27 min./ B & W/RS-363

Rental $10.00

Mary Pritchard
30 min./Color/RSC-781

Purchase $315/Rental $12.50

perform all the village's functions; an educated
upper-class woman, whose life is very similar to
middle class in the United States; and another
woman who has moved to the city with her husband
and who explains the differences between her' pres-
ent-life and her life in the village. Shows dress, hous-
ing arm food in both village and urban settings.
(Churchill Films) 1971

Margaret Mead, famous anthropologist, looks at
change in the village of Peri on Man,us, one of the
Admiralty Islands in the Australian Trust Territory of
New Guinea. Between Dr. Mead's first two visits to
the village in 1928 and 1953 Peri moved from the
Stone Age into the twentieth century: During her
latest vis.:( to the New Guinea village in 1967 the per-
sonal and historical factors which made this cultural
leap possible were documented on film.11968.

Presents Marian Anderson as she sings a program
of songs in rehearsal as well as 'on concert stage.
She sings Begrussing by Handel, 0, What a Beau-
tiful City, He's Got the Whole World in His Hands,.
Crucifixion, Deep River, Comin' Thro' the Rye, and
Schubert's Ave Maria. Provides details of her life,
including her birthplace, friehds that have helped
her, her farm home in Connecticut, and the honors
bestowed upon her. (Wallachs, Inc.) 1953

Mary Pritchard is struggling to preserve a tradi-
tional Polynesian artthe creation of tapa, a cloth
material made frOm the bark of mulberry trees.
Filmed on location at the island of Tutuila, American
Samoa; she is shown searching for materials and
making ar. :1 designing the tape. Mary Pritchard also
teaches others this art in order that it might-be pre-
served as 20th century progrest threatens.to destroy
many of the older cultural traditionS of Polynesia.
1971
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Melina Horner:
Portrait Of A Person

17 min./ Color-
Rental: Apply

Miss Goodall
And The Wild Chimpanzees

28 mih./ Color/NSC-1139
Rental $13.00

Miss Havisham
25 min./ B & W/KS-241

Rental $7.25

Modern Women: The Uneasy Life
. 60 min./ B & W/CS-1750

Purchase $265/Rental $15.25

/ 4

Sketches a portrait of a woman educator who hap-
pens to be President of Radcliffe College. Includes
an explication of her theories about women's abilities
to deal with success. Uses a number of techniques
including still photographs: home movies and ani-
mation. For an evaluation of this 'film, see Part 1:
Film Notes, Section: Portraits. (Phoenix Films) 1.974

Describes the field project extending over r,..,veral
years in which anthropologist Jane Goodall bitid ied
the behavior of wild chimprinzees in Africa. Docu-
ments her discoVery that primates other than man
do use and Make primitive tools and hunt to kill for
meat. Shows wild chimpanzees eating, sleeping,
working, and living in social groups. Interprets her
observations in terms of their significance in the field
of anthropological' research. (Encyclopaedia BritanL
nica Educational Corpora9on) 1966

Dramatizes excerpts from Great Expectations. Pic-
tueeS Mis Havisham as she uses Estella' to humiliate

Miss Havisham on her birth-
day as sho sr .o remains of her wedding
banquet. Inclu lavisham's "release of Pip to
Joe Gargery,. a ,,,,ures her gloatind over Pipes
attachment' id the lovely Estella. (Coronet Films) 1963

A documentary which explores the feelings of
college-educated women about the various roles
which are available for educated women today. Inter-
views are conducted with women who dre living the
traditional roles of mother and housewife, those who
have combined the roles of career woman and
housewife, and professioral career' women. These
women discuss candidly the frustrations and satis-
factions which they encounter in their alferent,lives.
The attitudes of husbands and unmarried mon
toward educated women are also eplored. For an
evaluation of this film, see Part 2: EMC, Film Notes,

80
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Mosori MOnika
21 min./ Color/RSC-838

Rental $10.25

Mothers Of Acari
10 min./ B & W/CS-779

Rental $2.95

Mothers:. What They Do
11 min./ Color/GSC-1206

Rental $6.50

Nadine Gordimer
29 min./ B & W/NET-2602

Rental $6.75

Section: Historical Studies. (NET) Distributed by In-
diana University Audio-Visual Center.

Studies the accultUration ,of the Warao Indians
who live along the Orinoco River in Venezuela as a
result of their contact with Franciscan missionaries.
Describes the encounter from the contrasting view-
points .of an old Indian woman and a yOung Spanish
nun who believes the missionaries have brought
civilization to the Indians and have taught them hew
to cook and sew: Relates the story of the Indian
woman's life and her hopes and fears for the future.

cGraw-Hill Films) 1971

-Portr s the establishrnent of a modern Maternity
and C Id Welfare Clinic in Acari, a small town in/
northe stern Brazil. The mayor's wife with the help
of thr town doctor establishes a Maternity clinic ir)
a s all house that soon becomes inadequate when
in reasing numbers of mothersarrive to obtain pow-
dered milk through the Uhited Nations Children's
Fund. The mayor's wife seeks help from the Depart-
ment of Child Welfare to build a larger clinic and
obtains equipment from UNICEF. A young aid who
is sent away for training in midwifery i-eturns to find
the Clinic completed and a training program begun
for other girls. (United Nations Film Board) 1954

Portrays . three kinds of r iothers: the full-time
housekeeper, the _full-time wurker, and the part-time
worker. Gives examples of the responsibilities these
mother's might have. (AIMS Instry.tional Media Serv-
ices, Inc.) 1968

Deals with subjects ranging froin the effed of
South Africa on the author's work and her attitude
towards racial problemS" to her opinions of C. P.
Snow. Reveals her opinions of America, of herself,
and of her writing. Preseni.z 'rler advice for the begin-
ning writer. 1956
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No Tears For Rachel
27 min./ Color/CSC-2449

Purchase $315/Rental $12.50

People Like Maria
29 min./ B & W/HS-787

Rental $10.00

PhotographyDorothea Lange:.
The Closer For Me

30 min./ B & W/RS-642
Purchase $165/Rental $9150

Ifa woman has been.raped, she must cope with a
COld legal process and unpredictable reactions from
frien6s and ,family. In order to prosecufe, the rape.
victim.must undergo a 'physical- examination, detaHed
questioning; and a lace-to-face confrontation with
her attacker in court. One victim discusses the diffi,
culties she experienced when she told -her .friends
that she had been raped:Her psychiatrist explains
the importance of their reactions .and the stigma
associated with being raped. For an evaluation 9f
this film, see Part 1: Film Notes, Section: Rape. 1972

Describes the work of the World Health Organiza-
tion, an agency- of the United Nations, Whose experts
work on .health problems in eighty-eight member
nations. Shows Maria, a nurse, working with Andean
Indians in Bolivia, and Aung Tan, a medical health
aSsiStant, working on community health in the Union
of Burma with local villagers. Dramatizes the duties
of these medical experts in gaining acceptance in
the communities in which they work, teaching and
fighting disease.. (Center for Mass ComMunigation of,w,
Columbia UniverSity Press) 1958 er-:---r-4

This film provides an opportunity fur the viewer to
compare the personality of Dorothea La9ge, photog-.
rapher-artist, with her work. Many of her photographs

'are presen.ted; these cover various periods, .such aS
the Depression, World War II, and the growth 'of the
urban sprawl in contemporary California. Ms. L6nge
is shown in her home as . she states she is con-
vinced the world isu not being truly photographed
at all today. To the present generation of Photogra;
phers, she proposes a new photographic projectcs.

with the cities of America as the subjectto be done
on a scale comparable to -that of the Farm Security
Administration .Pno_togLaphic ProjeCt of the thirties.
1965
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PbotographyDorothea Lange:
Under The Tree'S

30 min./ B & W/RS-641
Purch--ase $165/Rertal $9.50

Poetry: Denise Levertov
And Chwles Olson

30 min./ B & W/KS-283
Purchase $165/Rental $9.50

Roberta Flack
30 min./ Color/RSC-782

Purchase $315/Rental $12.50

This film proVides an intimate view of .Dorothea
Lange end her 'photographs, enables the viewer to
share her deep involvement in her work, arid pro-,
vides an exposure to her philosophy as a photv-:
rapher. The camera looks in on Ms. Lange irii.her
California 'home as she Prepares for a one:74kiman
exhibition of her work coveringthe past fitiV years.
While she looks over the accumulation tea lifetime

. as a photographer, she comments ow."..'the reasons
and emotions that have .moved,her;0 photograph
particular scenes. Ms. Lenge died,frOctober, 1965;
this film may be considered a rner;norial to her and
to the despair and hope of the 1930's which She cap-
tured so well in her documentary photOgraphS. 1965 .

, . .

An introduction to the persoinalities and works of
Denise Levertov and Charlesblson. LevertOV is seen
in her home Where, before reading some of her
poems, she discusses her reasons for being a poet
and her methods .of Work. Olson is also visited in his
home where he describes his concept of open-
verse composition and recites several of his poems.
1966 t:

A portrait of Roberta -Flack, a creative, 'exciting,
black singer and pianist. She is shown appearing at
the Newport Jazz Festival, singing Ain't No Mountain
High Enough at Mr. Henry's in Washington, D.C., and
.discussing the problems of mixed marriage and dual
careers with her huSband, bassist Steve Novdsel. As

; Robert Flack sings from her repertoire of pop, blues,
jazz, spirituals, rock, and folk she exempiiiies her
own definition of. soul"a verY personal thing. that

; shows in_, a person's ability---:black or whiteto
arotr the innermost emotions of another 'person."
For an evaluation of this film, see Part 1: Film Notes,
Sebtion: Portraits. 1971
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Seven Wives Of Bahram Gur
19 min./ Color/RSC-505

Purchase $260/Rental $10,25

Shaw And Women
46 min./ B & W/KS-402

Rental $15.50

The Silent Spring
Of Rachel Cars'on

55 min./ B & W/NS-1021
Rental $13.50

Sogial Change
Et)And The Am rij an Woman

17 min./ & W/CS-1923
ental $7.25

Susan B. Anthony
19 min,/ B & W/KS-158

Rental $7.50

Traces the life of the legendary Persian hero
Bahram Gur, /including his marriage to seven wives,:
his rise to king, and his ultimate marriage to his slave
girl, Fitna. Adapted from the epic poem by Nizami
and filmed from 15th and 16th century Persian minia-
tures. 1961

Examines Irish playwright George Bernard Shaw's
relationship with ten women and their influences on
his life and wo;ks. 'Shows how many of the women
Shaw became acquainted with became characters
in his plays. Dramatizes scenes from Candida, Man
and Superman, ahd PygMalion to illustrate his con.,
stant themes of the male's attempting to escape a
pursuing female and the rejection of romantic love.
(BBC-TV; Time/Life Films)

._

Presents an authoritative discussion, from oppo-
site points of 'view, of the book which created a
contioversy about the misuse and, dangers of in-
sectic;des: Contains interviews with Rachel Carson;
former Secretary of Agriculture Freernan; former
SurgeonGteral Terry; and authorities from the
cherhical indust6,/, Food and Drug P-:minitration,
and U.S. 6.iblic, Health Service: (Conteniporary/
McGraw-Hill (ilrnb) 1963

Traces the evolution of the American woman's
emancipatign from 1900-to the present. Contrasts the
traditional role of women .with that of the aggressive
suffragette and the Jazz Age swinger. Portrays the
basic social changes that provided women with the
means and rationalization for greater freedoms. For
an evaluation of this film, see Part 2: EMC Film
Notes, Section: Historical Studies. (Films, lnc.)11967

Tells the story of Susan B. Anthony's wOrk in
establishing women's suffrage. Highlights her activi-
ties in organizing the women's temperance move-
ment, in obtaining property rights for women, and
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